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Before leaving this morning over
Grande for Taos,
Governor Mills spoke enthusiastically
of the New Mexico National Guard
which he reviewed this week at Camp
Mills. "I was delighted to see the
large numebr of men and to witness
their efficiency at drill," said the governor. "I think the guard reflects
credit on New Mexico and on the ad- Jutant general, A. S. Brookes. Lieutenant Young of the United States
Army expressed his pleasure at the
way the men and officers acquitted
themselves in drills, sham battles and
throughout camp life."
The governor said he was doubly
pleased to hear that the men are well
satisfied with the food at camp and
he added that he had not heard one
complaint. The governor said,: with
& smile,
that of course, the service
was not that of the Castaneda or
or Delmonlco's, out that the
men realize that this is camp and not
hotel life.
Goes to Taos.
The governor left at 10:15 a. m.
with Territorial Engineer C. D; Miller for Taos where the governor will
be given a reception by Mr. and Mrs.
Jose Montaner Sunday evening. The
scveraor will look over road matters
with the territorial engineer Monday
and return here Tuesday.
Notaries Appointed.
Governor Mills has appointed Cassandra Addis of Las Cruces, Dona Ana
TTTtm
j.
r tt
irn
'
toya, Quay county, and William B.
Golding of Belen, Valencia county,
taries public.

the Denver &Rio

-

Sheriff Meyers Here.
Sheriff Julius Meyers of Estancia,
Torrance county, is here as witness
against Fred Fisher before Judge
Fisher is charged with selling
liquor in Torrance county without
Having a license.
Appointed Superintendent.
J. D. Fauntleroy, who was superin
tendent of the work of repairing the
Awt.- i xme
l
l rives
i
brea& 111
ui auuiurauu
zona, has been appointed superintend
ent of construction on the Elephant
Mc-Fi-

1

f-

Euttes reclamation project In Sierra
county.
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Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, July 29.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Dis-

tressed with the fear that the "four
Democratic patriots" from New Mexico had not succeeded in placing the
kibosh on statehood at this session,
Summers Surkhart, secretary of the
territorial central committee of New
Mexico, wlta checked hand grip and
face unusually florid, rushed to the
Union station after having informed
the members. of Congress that Dele
gate Andrews is not being correctly in
formed at the White House or is not
being given the kind of information

that Is desired.
He met with only a weak response
from the members of the House and
Senate but nevertheless quickly flash
ed home the message: "Nothing will
be permitted to pass- except the Flood
resolution." Burknart has another
guess coming on August 7. The truth
came out in a local interview of Rep
resentative Underwood in which he
said: "I am confident that all the
bills on the Senate schedule, not in
cluding the tariff revision, will be approved by both houses before they adjourn.' A compromise has been reach
ed regarding the initiative, referen
dum and recall in the Arizona constitution. There is little sentiment, even
among the Democrats of the House
for the. recall, especially as applied to
the Judiciary. The Senate will have
its way in this and that objectionable and revolutionary idea 'will be
stricken from the constitution."
The words of Judge Alton W. Park
er, and the cnairman of the Democrat
ic caucus and house judiciary commit
tee, Clayton of Alabama, against the
and
recall , are
others
quoted,
are merely waiting for the others to
declare that they are not Democrats
because they are opposed to the re
call as applied to judges. The president
insists on nothing less than what he
asked for when in New Mexico, "a
safe, sane constitution" for .Arizona,
and with' the assistance of such Democrats as Champ Ciark, Underwood,
Clayton, Littleton and others he' will
get what he asks for. Victory for state
hood at this session under the Nelson
resolution is assured.
'
Andrews' Irrigation Bill.
Washington. July 29. The Senate
committee decided to make a favor
able report Monday on Senator Bor
ah's measure, amending existing laws
so that irrigation districts are exempt
ed from the operation of the law
limiting territorial indebtedness to
four per cent of the assessed valua
tion. A unanimous report on a bill
of similar Import was secured from
the House committee on territories
almost two months ago, but the House
has never considered the bill. The
bill directly affects many irrigation
districts In New; Mexico and is ex
pected to become a law now that it
is out of committee.

Washington, D. C. July 29.- government will appeal to, the su
preme court the Harriruah merger
suit which was decided in favor of
the railroads by the United States
circuit court at St. Louis.
Attorney General Wickersham to
the
day directed C. A. Severance,
government's special counsel in the
case, to. prepare the appeal and file it
as quickly as possible.'
Although the government has a
year in which to perfect its action to
the highest court, the department of
justice intends to hurry the suit.
Opinions have been expressed in some
quarters that the government's , appeal would be only routine matter to
have the questions involved decided
by the highest court. At the depart
ment of justice, however, it is stated
that the government is appealing the
case In the hope of winning it.
Mr. Severance has reported to the
attorney general that he believes the
government has a good chance.
'
REVOLUTIONISTS SURROUND
HAYTIEN CAPITAL.

President Simon Ready to Qujt
Various Factions Promise to

If

Be Goos.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Port Au Prince, Hayti, July 29.
The revolutionists have surrounded

the city but early today had not made
an attempt to take possession.
The American gunboat Petrel re
turned today from a cruise in the
northern districts and reported that
region was in the hands of the revo
lutionists but the overturn had been
accomplished - without bloodshed. It
is strongly believed here that Simon
would resign if he was assured that
the rival revolutionary factions would
settle the matter of his successor
peaceably.
Salem Sent to Hayti.
Norfolk, Va., July": '29. Bound for
Port Au Prince to ' reinforce the
American warships now in patrolling
the coast of the Haytlen republic inci
dent to the revolution, the scout cruiser Salem passed out of the Virginia
Capes this morning under full steam.
The Salem is one of the fleetest vessels of the navy and is on hurry or
ders. She is due at Port Au Prince
next Tuesday.
.
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Not in session.
election investiga- -

tion continued.
HOUSE: Met at noon.
Cottdn revisisn bill debate
continued.

xxxxxxxxxr.xxxxxs
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Ottawa, Ont., July 29. Parliamen;
as dissolved this afternoon. Xomi
liations are fixed for September 14.
and elections for September 21.
Reciprocity at Stake.
Ottawa, Ont., July 29. The dissolution of the Canadian parliament carries the question of reciprocity between the United States and Canada
before the Canadian electorate where
the reciprocity issue from this time
21
until the election on September
will be the controlling issue. The announcement of dissolution was a fulfillment of Premier Laurier's ultimatum delivered to the opposition forces
last Monday that continued resistance
to a vote would be met with an appeal to the country.
The present liberal government has
a large majority in the Dominion parliament but the absence of a cloture
rule has made it impossible to secure
a Vote by which this majority could
adopt the reciprocity measure. In the
event of the success of the Liberal
party at the polls in September, the
new parliament will at once pass the
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"I embezzled $45,000 from the Bank
cf Pearl, wrecked the institution and
escaped. I am starving and want to
give myself up. I have been hunted
since 1908."
thousand dollars was
"Thirty-fivgambled in stocks," he told the police.
Ruined By Gambling.
"I made a desperate attempt to cover the shortage in my accounts and
stole $10,000 more. Then I fled. I
have been in nearly every city in the
country, working at anything I could
do. I am old and broken and starving. I have given up the fight."
Free Lunches at Saloons.
Manker came to San Francisco
from Portland a week ago. He has
sought work as a waiter in waterfront lodging houses and lived on
free lunches given him at saloons.
A policeman was called and Manker taken to the city prison. Investigation shows his story to be true.
e
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PEDDLERS CALL
OFF THEIR STRIKE.

Will Move Heaven and Earth How
ever to Have City Ordinance
Against Noise Repealed.

POPULAR

MAN

Opponent.

LOAN

MADE

MOST

Thus Testified Lawrence B.
Stringer, His Democratic

Un-

(By Kpfelai Leased Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, July 29. Sierra
Blanca special to the Herald:
"Authentic information was received
here today by telephone that fifty Socialists raided the Cuerva ranch tak
ing every one, including five Ameri
cans, prisoners.
The Socialists were followed by thir
e
Maderista soldiers, and fighting
took place at the Carrizo ranch but
the result Is unknown.
The Maderis-tahave asked for reinforcements to
be sent tnem and Jose de la Luz Blanca has the matter up with Madero by
wire. The Cuerva ranch is situated
75 miles south of Sierra and is con
trolled by an American
syndicate.
Among the captured Americans are
Ame Cressy, A. V. Mayes and James
Edmondston, who are all well known
at Sierra Blanca. Grover Stephenson,
a cowboy, was also captured but escaped and walked to the Love ranch
on the American side of the river."
Permission to Cross Line.
El PaBO, Texas, July 29. If permis
sion can be obtained from the United
States to send Maderista soldiers on
American soil at Sierra Blanca, reinforcements will be sent to the
force at Cuervo ranch this afternoon
It is understood General Blanco has
requested permission to send a force
across at this point.

-

(By Special Ianefl Wire to New Mexican)
Washington. D. C. July 29. Law
rence 13, Stringer, Democratic candi
date for Senator against Lorimer, tes
tifying before the Lorimer election
committee today, told of Lorimer's
popularity with the Democratic legis
lature but at the conclusion of bis
evidence, expressed the opinion that
Improper or corrupt practices was an
ingredient entering into Lorimer's selection.
Edward O. Phillips, a Chicago
Herald
in
reporter who was
Springfield during the session of the
legislature in 1909 was the only other
witness today.
He said former Governor Yates was
his authority for a newspaper artiele
he wrote on January 6, 1909, to the
effect that Lorimer would be elected
by the combination ot Democrats and
Republicans that elected Shurtleft
speaker, if Lorimer would consent.
Phillips said in conversation with
Iawrence B. Stringer the day before
the election of Lorimer he gathered

.

Record--

:

the impression that Stringer was out
of the race because a "consideration
bad been asked of him that he could
not furnish."
The committee adjourned until Monday, when Phillips will be crossex- amined.
Anything to Win.
Washington, D. C, July 29. Sena- tor Johnson took an unusual Interest
in the long list of Democrats who received complimentary votes during
the meeting of the legislature in 1909.
"No Democrat of prominence was
safe from a complimentary vote?" inquired the Senator
"That is about true," replied Mr.
Stringer.
Senator Kern led the witness to
break down much of the favorable
testimony which Mr. Stringer had
given in behalf of Lorimer.
"WraB It generally understood that
Senator Lorimer stood for the good
things or the things that were not
rood?' asked Senator Kern.
"I think tnat it was the general im
pression that Senator Lorimer was
for the school of politicians that
adopted the policy of winning the
election," replied Mr. Stringer.

(Bv SpeclnlLeased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111. July 29. The peddlers
have voted to' call oft the strike
against the city ordinance which pro
hibits them from crying out their
wares.
The vote was taken last night after
the hundreds who had jammed the
hall had listened to speeches .counsel
ing peace irom Congressman A. ' J.
Sabath and others. The decision affects approximately 1,500 peddlers.
"I counsel you to go back to work,"
"When
said Congressman Sabath.
the council meets, I will move heaven
Not in Same Class With Bryan.
and earth to see that the law is reThis answer did not satisfy Sena
'
pealed."
tor Kern.
"Was it understood that Senator
SCHOOL CHILDREN BID
Iiorimer stood for what Bryan did,
ADMIRAL TOGO FAREWELL. for instance, in politics?"
,
"I do not think he was in the same
Japanese Hero Leaves London for class with Bryan."
Liverpool to Sail for the
"Did you regard the election had
United States.
resulted from a good and wholesome

gan & Co., which was secured by Ten& Iron stock, as collaterto the steel
al,, was,
trust investigating committee by Lewis Cass Ledyard.
Representative Littleton asked Mr.
Head-O- n
Collision of Excur Leyyard about the nature of Moore
and Schley's loans. He mentioned
sion and Regular Pas-sengseveral and then said: "The firm of
Trains
J.;. P. Morgan & Co. had loaned the
firm considerable money."
"Was. it secured by Tennessee Coal
MISUNDERSTANDING
ORDERS & Iron stock?" asked Mr. Littleton.'
"Yes, it was, but the Morgan firm
had never bothered Moore & Schley
Accident Occured at Grindstone and did not call the loan."
Following his statement about the
on Bangor & Aroostook
loan, "Mr. Ledyard denounced
Morgan
Road.
the inferences that have been made (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) combination?"
"No, I did not think it was."
London, Eng., July 29. Admiral
concerning a conspiracy in the Ten(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) nessee transaction.
Congratulated Lorimer.
Heihachlro Togo was given a popular
Grindstone, Maine, July 29. Eight
From the time of the story about
'.'There never was a more infamous farewell at the railway station today
persons, including three trainmen, are outrage than the suggestion that has as he left for Liverpool to sail on an attempt to buy votes for Hopkins,
Mr. Stringer said an air of suspicion
dead, and fourteen seriously injured been made that either Mr.
Morgan or the Lusitanla for New York. In the
collision
the result of a head-ohung over affairs in Springfield and
a
crowd
final
for
S.
steel
the
U.
gathered
corporation
brought great
which occurred at the Bangor & Aroos-tcok- i
election of Senator Lor
a
of
hero
atwas
the
naval
or inspired an
glimpse
large enveloped the
railroad station here shortly af- about,onengineered
imer. He explained he congratulated
Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. party of school boys and girls.tack
the
ter 9 o'clock last night.
Admiral Togo will remain in the Lorimer because it was the courteous
Such a thing is absolutely false."
The trains were a special of three
S. until the end of August as the thing to do and he had no evidence
U.
made
of
defense
Mr.
a
the
Ledyard
himself that anything was wrong.
light coaches containing about 150 exot the government.
guest
Comof the Tenneessee
"Do you think that the termination
cursionists, and a regular passenger absorption
and said he never saw anything
pany
of the contest was due to the general
express.
STOPPED
PASSENGER
TRAIN
"
rein
it.
He
said:
Since
the
The five passengers killed and all illegal
BY WAVING SHIRT. mixup and the desire to end it with
of the Injured, were in the smoking cent decisions of our learnel chief Jusout regard to party consequences or
car, directly behind the engine of the tice, I am more than ever convinced Otherwise It Would Have Dashed was it the result of improper and corthat it was not Illegal.
excursion.'
rupt practices?" Senator Kenyon askOver Broken Rail Down Nasty
ed the witness.
The accident appears to have been
in Ohio.
Grade
duef to a misunderstanding ot orders. WESTERN FEDERATION
"I am inclined to think that the in- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
TAKES A HOLIDAY.
Bellefontaine,
Ohio, July 29. A gradients you mentioned on both sides
ARBITRATION TREATIES TO :
shirt, frantically waved by Robert of the question assisted in bringing
' " BE SIGNED NEXT WEEK. Will Resume Its Sessions on Monday Cook of DeGraff, today probably sav about tne result but to what extent
...
and May Elect It Officers Next
ed 150 passengers on Big Four flyer I don't know."
No. 11 from death and injury.
Tuesday.
Both With Great Britain and France
Cook, while walking on the track, SPAIN HELPS PORTUGAL
at Washington, D. C For-- 5 v
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) discovered a broken rail at Quincy
mar Exchange.
.
TO SUPPRESS MONARCHISTS.
;i
29.
The dele curve, a
Butte, Mont., J,uly
grade, few miles from
naty
the western Federa here.
gates
the shirt from his back Ten Thousand Troops Gathered on
(By Special Leaseil Wire to NewMeXleanT tion ofattending
Miners convention took a day he ranTearing
half a mile up the track and
July 29. The
Washington. D.
Northern Frontier Are Being
Off and paid a visit
to Anaconda. succeeded in
general arbitration treaty between the where
stopping the heavily
Reinforced.
,
Washoe
the
Inspected
they
loaded passenger train.
United States and Great Britain and
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) '
(By
were
and
smelters
the
of
the guests
the United States and France will be
Lisbon, Portugal, July 29. Foreign
later dined with MEXICAN RAILROAD FREIGHT
Minister Machado stated today that '
signed In Washington next week. An management. They
TRAFFIC TIED UP. Spain is now taking active measures
announcement to this effect was cnade the mill and smeltermen. Today clos
ed the second week of the session. The
to break up Monarchist preparations
today.. After the signing of the treaty, election
may come next Tuesday, but Strike of Shopmen at . Orizaba Fol- in Galicia, Spain, which are
there will be a formal exchange bebeing
the desultory discussions
as
inasmuch
lowed By Sympathetic Walkout
made against the republic of Portutween the governments concerned.
most
taken
of
the
have already
up
of Engineers.
gal and will endeavor to disperse the
Secretary of State Knox will sign the twelve sessions held, It is thought the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Portuguese monarchist recruits, and
for the United States. ,
treaty
convention will be deliberating for
Mexico City, July 29. The freight prevent a threatened
'
organization of
Settling on Exact Words.
another fortnight.
traffic on the Mexican railroad is tied a raid into Portugal.
29.
Slight
Washington, D. C, July
up today as the result of a strike ot
All Portuguese found near the frondelays in. the settlement of the exact
the shopmen at Orizaba and a sympa- tier are being ordered to remove to
verbage of the two treaties have pre- X FIFTH MURDER FOR
thetic walkout of engineers and train- the interior of Spain.
vented the execution of the original
men.
MONTH OF JULY.
X
The Portuguese government has
week
this
them
to
conclude
purpose
Passenger trains are operating but ten thousand troops, on the northern
now
is
Knox
and Secretary
bending
more
or less delay. The shop- frontier and further reinforcements
with
The fifth murder to be com- all of his efforts to have all in readi
men were granted an increase in are
in New Mexico during
being sent.
ness, for the signatures ot the pleni- X mitted
wages several days ago but made new
the month ot July is reported
potentiaries next week.
(.
demands amounting to a 25c advance,
from Blanco, San Juan county,
The Mexican railway is not a part XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXEufemia
is
where
Archuleta,
.
X SPECIAL TRAIN
MORE- SAVINGS BANKS FOR $
cf
the
National system, but is EngTO CORN DANCE. X
FIRST CLASS OFFICES. X accused of killing David Griego,
lish owned and extends from Mexico X
an itinerant musician. Griego
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett has X
X
to
Vera
Cruz.
City
was drunk when killed. SherX made arrangements for a ape- -' X
Will Be opened During August at Colo
iff Dufur arrested the woman
X cial train to the Santa Domln- - X
rado 8prlngs, Tucson and
PRINCETON
WINS
GOLF
but released her upon her
X
go Corn Dance on August 4. X
Boulder.
y,'
CHAMPIONSHIP OVER YALE.
X. friends furnishing $1,000 bond.
X If 75 passengers will take the X
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican) Si
Mrs. Arcmileta Is 25 years old
Washington, D. C, July 29. Prep(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X trip, the train will leave Santa X
e
and has two children and her
arations are being made by the
Detroit, Mich, July 29. Albert See-ke-l, X Fe at 8:10 in the forenoon. Pas-- ' X
husband has been away in a
of Chicago, the Princeton stud- X sengers will be brought back to ' X
department to open postal savsheep camp , the past six
cham- X Santa Fe in the evening on San- - X
ent, who is the
ings banks In more postoffioea ot the
months. Her victim wes 35
first class daring the month of August.
pion, today captured the Western X ta Fe train No. 2 at 7:30 p. m. X
years old. Two shots were
Amateur Golf championship by de- X The round trip fare will be $2. X
The offices Include Tucson, Aril.;
fired, one penetrating Griego's
Boulder and Colorado Springs, Colo.;
feating Robert A. Gardner, of Chica- X The excursion will not be run ' X
heart and the other going wild.
go, Yale athlete, and former national X unless there are 75 passengers. X
Cheyenne, Wyo. and Albuquerque,
X
X X
X
x sc as
champlon, 8 up and 7 to play.
K..M.
xxxxx
x
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Manker said

reciprocity measure whereas a defeat
cf the Liberals will mean the pass- Tennessee Coal and Iron Company
ing of Premier Laurier and the perStock Was Collateral Put Up by
manent shelving of reciprocity bethe Borrowers.
tween the United States and Canada.
The present House of Commons con- (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)'
New York, July 29. That the broksists of 133 Liberals, 85 Conservatives
and 3 Independents.
erage firm of Moore and Schley, that
was saved from ruin in 1907, through
the purcnase of Tennessee Coal & Iron
Company by the United Steel CorporEIGHT KILLED.
ation, owed money to J. Pierpont Mor-

(fStcst
s

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., July 29.
Carey A. Manker, 65 years old, arose
from his "flop" in a water front lodging house here early today, walked
between aisles of sleeping "dosers"
to where the proprietor sat on a little
oais, watching to see that each lodg
er kept to the space allotted him.
"I am a fugitive from Pearl, Ills.,"

WIS

WADERISTAS

NewMexicanlCorrespondentPre But Department of Justice Will Elections Called for September, Illinois Banker Who Learned the Result of Battle at Carrizo
diets that Nelson Resolution
Push Litigation as Rapidly
Week After Nominating
Old Story of the Pace
known But Situation
Goes Through
as Possibly.
Convention.
That Kills.
Is Grave

Will Drag the Road.
Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller who returned last evening from
Albuquerque after hearing complaints
about the Fourth street road which
forms part of El Camino Real, decided
to expend a balance of $200 for grad
8TANDARD OIL IS
ing and dragging the road and thus
GIVEN MORE TIME.
condition.
in
good
placing it
New Company Incorporated.
Has Until December 21 to Dissolve
Articles of incorporation were filed
Itself Into Separate
in the territorial secretary's office by
Corporations.
Land
the Liebelt
Company, naming
Arthur Liebelt of Clovis, Curry coun(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ty, as the statutory agent. The comSt. Louis, Mo., July 29. A decree
with
at
$50,000
is
incorporated
pany
modifying the original order for the
shareand
the
500 shares at $100 each
dissolution of the Standard Oil Comholders are as follows: Otto Liebelt,
pany was filed in tne U. S. Circuit
Arthur Liebelt, Fritz Liebelt, and Colt
Court here today.
snares.
125
each
Liebelt,
The modification extends until DeMADE
GAIN8
SMALL
Soldiers Home Tomorrow.
cember
21, the dissolution of the corBY
STOCKS.
LEADING
' Companies E and F, and the First
and the' privilege of asking
poration
Regiment Band, of the New Mexico
for more time should the company
National Guard will leave Las Vegas Trading on Wall Street Was on an find itself unable to wind
up its affairs
Usually Small Basis, but the
at 2:15 p. m. tomorrow on their way
time is granted.
that
by
Market
Steady.
at
Kept
will
reach
to Santa Fe which they
6:15 p. m. It is desired that as many
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) RICHARD ARNST RETAINS
Santa Feans as possible turn out at (By
New York, July 29. Small gains
WORLD'S CHAMPION8HIP.
trt WPl.
."fha Aanni nr- Una thn
were made by all of the more proml-' come
the boys In khaki who well rep- St. Sculling Record Broken on Paramatta
resented the Ancient City at the en- aent stocks with the exception of
"
Copper, and PennRiver, Australia Tor Three
t
campment, having as many men there Paul, Amalgamated
v Miles, 330 Yarda.
na snv turn o.lMes in the Territory. The sylvania, in the early trading today.
",'
Canadian
gained a point, Union
toys will be glad to get homeland es Pacific 58Pacific
and Reading Erie
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
pecially BO 11 Santa re exienas a warm
The market was quiet.
Sydney, N. 8. W., July 29. Richard
welcome to them when they see the
'Trading was on an unusually small Arnst, of New Zealand, the world's
Ancient, Gates once again.
No at champion, defeated Harry
basis during the first hour.
Pearce,
was made to renew yesterday's champion of Australia In a race on
tempt
WILL RE8UME PROHIBITION
bear drives and the list held steady thevParramatta liyer for the world's
FIGHT IN TEXAS.
without material changes.
Toe
sculling championship today.
The market closed steady. A de iim, 19 tr mutes ani'. 45 Sf conds, is a
81 g Convention of Temperance Advo
cline of 2 points' in Texas Company, record for the course. - The distance
cates at Fort Worth It In for Ag-- -'
2 4 in United Railways and Invest wes three miles and 330 yards.
grossly Steps.
ment, preferred, and 7 points in Dela
X X 3 S S SK
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ware, Lackawanna and Western, with 3S X S X S X X 3C
Ft. Worth, Texas, July ? 29. The one point gains In We tern Maryland
LET EVERY ONE .
campaign for state-wid- e
WELCOME THE BOY8.
prohibition and Pacific Mail were the only strik
,.
in Texas will continue. That much ing features of the final hour.
was decided quickly today by 500 deleCompanies E and F, First
gates from many sections of the state, CHOLERA SITUATION MUCH
New Mexico NationRegiment,
who met for a conference with' the
IMPROVED IN NEW "YORK.
al Guard leave Las Vegas, at
prohibition state executive committee.
2:15 p. m.,, tomorrow on No. 1
Whether last week's election, which No New Cases, No Deaths and Paand arrive in Santa Fe at 6:15
won
about
the
by
tients Improving Was Terse Re- o'clock tomorrow evening. San- ,000 majority, will be contested, will
.
of Doctors.
X ta Fe will doubtless turn out at
v
port
depend on the executive committee's
X the depot to welcome the boys
cplnion of the evidence which Is be (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X in khaki home after 12 days
taken
New
29.
No
new
York.
today.
gan
cases, X absence. No one but a soldier
July
no' deaths, ; and the cholera
patients X knows now such an attention
was the terse report from X will be
XXXXXXXXXX XXX X Improving,
appreciated. The boys
quarantine
today on the cholera sit- X . have had a severe twelve days
FREE LECTURE
uation.
The
examina
Bacteriological
AT CAPITOL.
X
tions of the; passengers of the Oceania X drill In camp and they will
38
"Jerusalem in the Time of
X come home with
are
nearly completed and the steam X hearts it Santa Fe gladdened
welcomes
Christ," will be the subject of
be
'
may
released
ship
Ber
The
today.
38 the lecture tomorrow evening
X them at the depot and along the
lin
Verona
are
and
In
still
quarantine. X line of march, which will proba-In the Hall ot Representatives at
X the Capitol building by Dr.
bly be down Montezuma av.,
JOHN W. GATES WORSE
Lewis B. Paton. The musical
P&st the executive
X
mansion,
AGAIN
AT PARIS,
;
program will be in charge of
X along Don Gaspar ave.. . and
No services will
Mrs. Bean.
(By Special Leased Wirt to New Mexican) X along the plaza to the armory.
X be held In any" "He churches
The band, whica won so
Paris, July 29. The condition of X
'
X of tne city
John W.' Gates, the American nnan X many laurels at Camp, will be
evening.
the admisr '
'lecture
cier, who is seriously 111 at a hotel X there and will play stirring airs
will be
will
here, was worse today following a X of "Johnny Comes Marching
a
chill which developed a slight pulmon- X Home. Again."
X lary congestion during the night ;
.

APPEAL

,

'
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deserted plaintiff and neglected
to
provide for her support. They were
married she says at Flagstaff, Ariz.,
on June 8th. 1909, and came to
on April 17 following.
according to the plaintiff is a
Walks of stone and steps of stone and newspaper man capable of earning
5100 monthly.
walls of stone as well,
Costs of suit, attor,
And iron bars and locks of steel to ney's fees, and such other and further
relief as the court may seem meet
hedge him in a cell.
And wardens walking up and down are asked for.
all silent and all grim
His mother paw not one of these; she INQUEST HELD OVER
HIS MOTHER.
"The only visitor who called on him
before he was taken to the penitentiary was Ms mother." From a recent news item.

The Little Store
DENVER BREAD

"The Best

I

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

SATURDAY, JULY 29, 1911.

that the

deceased was a "man about
years of age, and had been in the
employ of the company but a month.
He could not have been short in his
accounts very much as he had no
great quantity of stores and then the
goods are sold to the laborers on
credit and the amounts subtracted
from their wages. Phipps who had
spent about 25 years among the Mexicans understood the people and spoke
the language well. The work train
was at Suwanee for the purpose
of
BODY OF WM. PHIPPS. repairing a washout at Xoith Garcia.
The work was completed about 11
New Light on Brutal Murder at o'clock the night of the tragedy, and
the next camping place would have
Suwanee, West of Albuquerque,
45

Albu-cuerqu- e
Prit-che-

tt

only looked at him.
She could not see the things we make
No
to punish and destroy;
She could not see the stain of sin she
on Wednesday Night.
been at McCarty's.
only saw her boy.
Albuquerque, X. M., July 29 The
The testimony of M. Sandoval foreWhat friends he had in other days inquest held on the body of William man of the gang added nothing to the
Phipps, who was murdered in his facts already known.
The examina
might be his friends no more.
For friendship dies beneath the clang store car at Suwanee on Wednesday1 tions were conducted by District Atwhen shuts the prison door;
night, brought out no new facts to torney George S. Klock.
shed light upon the mystery of his
And friendship takes the easy path
The theories developed as to the
death. The coroner's jury therefore cause of the murder are almost as
it is not fashioned of
The pain and hope and heart's desire beard the testimony of the witnesses numerous as the number of men ento the finding of the injured store-- gaged in ferreting out the guilty parthat builds up motherlove.
She could not see his shifting eyes, to keeper and adjourned until Wednes- - ties. Some think that a Mexican or
her they were as clear
day morning when a further investi- - two, who probably had a grievance
And honest as in long gone days that gatlon will be held. Permission how-sti- against the Holmes Supply Company
to her are dear.
iever, was given the undertakers to wreaked vengeance against the storeprepare the body for burial and the keeper, as the present representative
She stumbled up the prison steps; funeral services will be held at of the company against which they
she cowered in the hall;
Strong Brothers parlors this morning were aggrieved. Others think that
She heard the sullen echoes beat at 9 o'clock.
there may be a woman in the csrse
The jury summoned to sit on the and the man killed by parties who had
against the prison wall
Yet none of this might have to do case was composed of George Moore, hunted him 'down from the Pacific
j
with him who is her hoy;
Felipe Gurule, J. J. Ryan, William coast where he had been living up to
Her memories were dancing with the Beauchamp, Jack Cole and William a month prior to the killing. Others
Reed. On Wednesday morning at the think that possibly jealousy on the
days that were her joy.
There is no path so dark with dread next meeting, the jury will hear the part of some of the members of the
where you must stumble through reports of file Santa Fe special offi- - gang with which he was traveling
But that your mother will come there cer who have been working on the may have been the cause, the jealousy
to walk the way with you.
case.
being aroused by attentions of the
Contrary to expectation the officers dead man toward the women of the
She came away and left him there
failed to get service on Firmin Reg- - party. Others think that, there is a
nosa the man who first saw Phipps af- - connection with the murder of the unand something in her eyes
Told that her prayers were as words ter he was injured, and in consequence known Mexican on Monday of last
that beat on empty skies
he was not present to testify yester- week at Winslow, and still others
And yet a haunting smile was there, day. The gang with which he was think there may be a connection with
and it was plain to see
employed had been moved from Su- the murder of Storekeeper Abel
She thought of when she held her boy. wanee to McCarty's and it was necesat Duoro last April.
a baby, on her knee.
sary to send to the latter place for
The officers were busily engaged on
Did the recording angel's tears blot him after word had been sent to Su- the case all
yesterday and the day beout with kindly blurs
wanee for him to come to Albuquer- fore and a report of their
findings will
Some of his sin, because of this great que to testify.
be submitted to Judge George R.
motherlove of hers?
who
Roadmaster McXutt
has gen- Craig, the examining magistrate sitWilbur D. Xesbit in Chicago Even eral charge of the work of the Holmes ting as a coroner,
and the jury at the
ing Post
Supply Company gangs was present meeting next Wednesday morning.
and at the hearing yesterday and testified as to his knowledge of the facts.
According to the roadmaster the
AROUND THE STATE
last seen of Phipps was at 11 o'clock
the night previous to the finding of
the injured man, by Firmin Regnosa in Furnished for attractive enterprises
all substantial lines of business.
Teasing Teddy.
At tnat time the storekeeper was
A mangy lion, toothless and short
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Elecin the door of his commis
standing
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Minof fur, from the animal show at Luna sary car. It was also
brought out
& Industrial.
Roosevelt that some
Park was sent
days previous to the mur ing, Agricultural
to his office at the Outlook.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
derous assault, five hoboes had been
seen in the vicinity of Suwanee and Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Catholic Abstainers Will Meet.
Properties purchased for European
that the house of the section1 foreman
Xext week, thousands of delegates had been broken into and certain val exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
will attend the annual convention at uables stolen, and on the
night of the
Scranton, Pa., of the Catholic Total assault two box cars had been broken handled.
Miscellaneous commissions and or
Abstinence Union- of America.
open and some of the contents, fruit
and vegetables, taken therefrom. The ders of all characters accepted for exTwo Months for Gun Toting.
boboes were according to the testl ecution in any European country.
Correspondence enclosing full deFelix Vigil, riding on the Santa Fe mony, two of them Greeks, two Mexi
trucks at Raton, was taken from a cans and an American. The morning tails at first writing invited.
freight train and sent to the calaboose following the assault the Greeks were THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE
for fifty-fiv- e
days for carrying a re rut off the work train, but the other
volver.
48 Mark Lane, London, England
three had disappeared.
Dr. John WP Colbert, the attending
Praying Caps Provided.
surgeon who operated upon Phipps
Chicago, July 27. All women who after he had been brought to the San-tHACK
come to the Church of the Redeemer
Fe hospital at Albuquerque, testihatless will be supplied with praying fied, that death was caused by a frac
Prom
caps. .The curate says that he wish- ture at the base of the skull. A blow
BARRANCA
TAOS
es to preserve the old customs.
with a heavy blunt instrument would
have caused the wound. It was re- Meets Both North
South
No Race Suicide There.
markable," said the doctor, "that
Bound Trains.
Sis Hopkins, a bench show pointer, death was not instantaneous, as two
cwned by C. P. Lommell of Indianap- plates of the bone were found press
Leave Barranca on the arrlraj at
olis, Ind., has, been the mother of 105 ing against the brain, and it is prob th north bound teal and arrives at
pups, in her seven years of life, each able that he was paralyzed on the Taos at ? p. m.
of which sold for $10. She now has right side the moment he was hit. A
Tan miles shorter than any otter
close examination of the wound at the
a litter of fifteen.
Good covered hack and good
time of the operation showed that ray.
teams.
there was a struggle. Two gashes
Locked Up at Socorro.
Ttxi.33.er 4ea. to atfeUca
and 31-- Inches long were seen
Louis L. Locke and Fred Pringle. 11-neror ConafbxteVfcl.
to
connected
be
had
after
the
head
of
the
Socorro
mail
being
suspected
robbers are serving sixty days in Jail been shaved and the blood clots re
at Socorro for carrying concealed moved. The thick bone at the base
weapons and to give the authorities cf the skull was fractured probably
to gather evidence to connect them from the jar from the same blow. This
W. H. KERR
with a burglary at Deming and the caused the hemorrhage from the nose
AGENT HUBB3 LAUNDRY.
'
connever
He
and
mail robbery at Socorro.
eye.
regained
sciousness. I do not think the wounds Phone us, we will be glad to call for
could have been caused by a falling yeur laundry on Mondays and TuesNat Goodwin Had a Son.
can
from the store, or by the man him- days and deliver on Thursdays and
Xat Goodwin, who at first vehement
,
ly denied that he ever had a son, haJ self falling and striking anything. He Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
finally admitted that he had a son by could not have done it by a fall exare mended and buttons sewed an
the second of his four wives. The ad- cept from a great height."
Manager William Avery of the your shirts without extra charge.
mission was brought forth by the appearance in Los Angeles, of John E. Holmes Supply Company testified PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Goodwin from Canada, who claims to
be Nat's son and is the very image
of his father.
'

j
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Santa Fe.

Corner Plaza.

Southern

Telephone

No. '40.

:

ll

j

WE

REGISTER

GIVE

ALL

WITH

TICKET8

CASH

PURCHASES.

GOOD EATING!
Imported

Oilthe very bestand Sardines,

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

!

Don't forget our bread

These lines are like home to us.

Six Big Loaves for 25c.
Phone,

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

FARMER

EVERY

AND

MECHANIC

NEEDS.

Simplest and most complete engine ever constructed.
It is just the engine to run lathes,
circular saws, drills and all small machines in
the workshop, and will saw wood, run the spraying, sewing, washing and all small machines
around the home and farm.
PARTICULARS CALL ON OR WRITE AGENT,

FOR FURTHER

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Phone

436 Canon Road

WHOLESALE

&

AT
19

SA!J

F
MEXICO

Black.

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK
4LFALFA SEED.

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

LEO HERSCH

45

PIANOS

Phone Black

45

7. PIANOS

ten month. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

Chlckering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective plane
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian
Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
Two Marriage Licensee.
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satTwo marriage licenses were issued
This firm has purchased over six-- isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the1 past of doubt and uncertainty.
yesterday by Probate Clerk A. E.
Walker at Albuquerque. John D.
LEARMARD-LINDEMANN
Nicks was licensed to wed Anna
CO.
Craunk and the two immediately went
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: established 1900
and had Justice Romero perform ile
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Later in the day Ramon
ceremony.
F. Moya and Seferina Sanchez were
granted a marriage license.
Learnard-Llndeman-

Co.

n

Schiller.
Victor

Jesse-Frenc-

,

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber And all kinds
of bttilding material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

THAT

It

Phone

14

To Be Goodwin's No. 5.
Miss Marjorie Moreland, a beautiful
young actress, daughter of a Balti
more society leader, is to be Mrs. Nat
Goodwin No. 5, according
to dispatches. The Baltimore Belle, who is
the leading woman In "Lend Me Five
Shillings," was up to two weeks ago,
a house guest at the Goodwin bungalow at Santa Monica, Cal., and Is weal
thy in her own right.

Suit for Absolute Divorce.
Katherine H. Pritchett filed a suit
for absolute divorce from her husband James W. Pritchett yesterday in
the district court at Albuquerque. The
petition alleges that her husband has
since August 10, 1910, abandoned and

PIUS
CHICHESTER SBRANU.
x
Ladles? Aik jour Dra4at far
IHumon J
1MII. ia Ked and Uold mctalllcW
boxet. sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take ao other. Bur of ronr
:
Itraceint.
lIAlIoNI ItHAMI Pf 1.1,8, cm. S6
fean known as Best. Safest. Always vReiiaht

XL? $(ftPVf,'i'""r'

rvrnvi-r'-'-

PROSPERITY
will meet you half way, if you
inforce your energies at

re-

SPRINGS

It cures, and you remain cured,
we know, and ' ou w"i if you try It.
Conceded the greatest kidney
water on earth.'
Why not visit Faywood Hot
Springs first, since you will eventually go ther? anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect
Climate. Booklet.
T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Faywood, N. M.

HATS

aud Fall Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
Latest ia Hand Color
Artistic
Framing.
in; Post Cards.

New

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

Whv lmnort Mineral Water?
:

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hifch Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO

al

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERR1LL06

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

S.7S5SS
Telephone

Steam Coal.

u

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Fai

$5.00

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD C

IC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRanci.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in fheEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water
rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
A

i vit uixul,

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

La

Salle

Restaurant

CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
fwo Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
. Short Order at all Hour
BOARD BY THE WEEK t&OQ
franca Noodle Order 20c, a dish

New York Chop Suey SOo.

FAYWOOD
HOT.

SUMMER OUTING

MEXICAN

LINE

SJ
FARE SST

2

Phone Black

FOR

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

TO

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

If Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14.

o

WOOD'YS

RETAIL

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

i

J

HERE IS THE GASOLINE ENGINE

IT IS LOTS BETTER TO GO FISHING IN A WASH TUB THAN
TO GO RIGGED OUT WITH ROTTEN LINES AND HOOKS THAT
WILL SNAP WHEN THE BIG FISH GETS ON.
BUY OUR STRONG LINES AND SPRINGY POLES AND PROPERLY TEMPERED HOOKS, AND YOU'LL NOT LOSE YOUR TEMPER WHEN THE BIG FISH GETS ON; YOU WILL LAND HIM.
TACKLE OUR TACKLE.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red

No.

2J.

Phone, Red No. 2 J

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.
Wha

c&L,Phone9

hi Need of Anything
in tie LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

CHAS. CL0S50N

Don Caspar Ave.

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Hearth Retort, 22 mile fro m Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fey
miles from depot
one and
Tent bungalows. In Pine Forest, with every accoinmodatlon, furaished fee ,
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
OlorieU, N. M
one-Ha- lf
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RESTOR NG

LOCAL TRAINS

Done Daily In Santa Fe. Many Citizens Tell of It
are
tablet
time
the
The following
Nearly every reader has heard of
of the local railroads:
Doan's Kidr.ey Pills. Their good work
"A. T. a 8. P. Ry."
in Santa Fe still continues, and our
Leave
citizens are constantly adding en8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west- dorsement by public
No
testimony.
bound, No. 10 easthound.
tetter proof or merit can be had than
12:10
Fe
SanU
the experience of friendB and neighReturning arrive
bors. Read this case;
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westAlberta Garcia, Galisteo street, Sanbound.
ta Fe, New Mexico says; "I deem It a
Returning arrive at SanU Fe, 6:30 rleasure to corroborate the ' public
p. m.
statement I gave in praise of Doan's
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and Kidney Pills about seven' years ago.
8
eastbound
No.
4 and
9 westbound;
I found them to be an excellent remReturning arr!v at Santa Fe 11:1 edy and I have never hesitated to
p. m.
vouch for tbelr merits when an opD. A R. 6. Ry.
portunity has been presented. For
two years I was in bad shape from
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
backache and kidney trouble and when
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Centra! Ry.
Doan's Kidney Pills were brought to
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No. ray notice, I resolved to try them. 1
2 east and 1 south and west
a box and they not only
procured
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections drove away backache, but regulated
from No. 3 east
the passagea of the kidney secretions
nnd toned up my entire system."
Notice for Publication.
For sale ty all dealers. Price 50
Department of the Interior,
Foster-Milbur-n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
New York, sole agents for the United
July 10, 1911. States.
Notice is hereby given that Pedro
Remember the name Doan's and
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July take no other.
No.
10, 1906, made homestead entry,
for lots 1 and 2, end S 2
Stabbing at Cimarron.
NE
section 2, township 15 N,
A stabbing affair occurred yesterrange 10 E, N. M. .'. meridian, has day afternoon at Cimarron in which
been filed notice of intention to make a Mexican stabbed another member of
final five year proof, to establish claim his race and inflicted several ugly
to the land above described, before wounds from which it is believed he
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office will die. No details of the occurence
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of are yet obtainable. Raton Range.

toration in Competent Hands.

ANNUAL
The old Governor's Palace is at last.
coming into its own,
As the average citizen of the terrin
tory passes under Its
portals there Is little to suggest the
transformation that is being wrought
within its historic walls. But he has
en':y to step within the vestibule of
the American School of Archaeology
and Museum of New Mexico, to realize what has been done during the
past two months to restore the old
building to something of its former
.
self.
time-wor-

No

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Invalids

Water
$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
N
Write Pecos
Telegraph Gloriela

SIMMER TOURIST RATES
EA.STT

post-offic- e

SANTA FE, N. til., TO

$64.95

Buffalo,- -

$50.35
44.35

Denver,

21.10

New York,

76.35

ColoradoSp'gs,

18.15

-

75.95

Pueblo,

Boston,

16.35

- - -

I AW D A TEC T0 MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
LU IT iAI C THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO

J

LIBERAL 1IMITS AND

H.

PRIVILEGES.

STOP-OVE-

For further particulars, rsee any Santa Fe Agent.
SANTA FE, N. M
. :
S. LUTZ, Agent,

f

IRA
Successor to B. P. Williams

LOVELY
purchased the entire stack of horses & equipment
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as
CLASS LIVERY where we will bs ready at all times of day
to furnish you with any kind of a tig you miy want
endavorto gire pro n;t aid efficient service aid trust,
I have

our patronage.

'

:

i

formerly

a FIRST
or night
I

will

to merit

r

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,

Phone

Santa Fa, N. M

139 Red

WANTED TO TELL
SECRET TO PRE8IDENT.

New Mexico Military

Institute

-

-

roswell; new

The West Point of
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Academlo

course,
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Swede Arrested at Albuquerque Who
Knows
Person With Evil Eys
Who Hypnotizes People.
Because Rudolphe Sziltze, a handsome blond Scandinavian had a sftte
secretjof tremendous impart to deliver Into the ear of President. William
H. Taft, and because he believed he
knew of a man in California who had
an evil eye and hypnotized persons to
commit dastardly crimes Marshal
thought ft ivould 'be a'wlse act
'to lock the:;ftuiita';jtnTestlKate
mm as to his sanity. All this occurred
Albuquerque.
yesterday
.y
For 'ieyeral ' daytj Szlite'- 'has ,rfcpen
i

lu.IUI.MI

laraisneu, aeaieu, uguicu nuu
Mt all respects.

H

fair
ysam I

Fourteen fflersaaV
all graduates -- from ' staadara oaatora
.11
1,IHHall1
--

1

f

WealieltoQlaKlsr

t

1

prepar-- "

life. Great amount of open air work,
itealthiest lioo&oiUiii
Located
,th
thool InPm-o-thei Union..
Valley. theaTTrefi IDfit
of the
feet above sea, level, junjhin,.eyCT,
ftiy. but little raihor skwrddittg
; season.-10-

"

'

oficett'tetaiiywar
""

Arto

J Through

Mexico.

the.Soatiweif,

United Spates War

Modernizing.

There has been no remodeling, no
modernizing of the old structure, and
this is a source of great satisfaction
to the old timers of New Mexico.
Save for the few indispensable features of modern life; steam heat, electric lights and good floors, there Is
nothing to suggest the present century unless it be the cement finish of
the walls, which is made to look like
adobe, and which gives a permanence
and stability that was lacking in the
The steam
construction.
original
heating plant is in a detached building, and In the electric wiring every
precaution has been used to guard
against fire.
Monument to Conqulstadores.
Shortly after 1600 when the old
Conqulstadores set about to erect a
building as, official headquarters for
this vast domain, they built the best
they knew, and the old Palace stands
today as a monument to the integrity
of their work. When the heavy walls
fome of them four feet in thickness,
had reached the required height, they
laid as supports for the roof, heavy
ceiling beams or vigas. These were
great pine logs dressed with the broad
ax and draw knife to show their beautiful grain. And over these they laid
a ceiling of rough hewn pine slabs,
and on these they constructed the
fat adobe roof.
Early visitors in
Sarita Fe who enjoyed the hospitality
cf the old Palace, tell of the leaky
roofs, and it is not surprising that
soon after the American occupation a
more substantial roof took the place
of the flat adobe affair.
As they fell
into decay another and another was
laid over it, as is shown in the resroom
toration of the old
at the west end of the building,
where on less than five roofs were
found, one above another.
Crowding the Past.
In addition to covering
the old
adobe roof, later official occupants
who cared less for historic associations and more for the fleeting vanities of the period, plastered the walls
and drew on the "States" for wall
paper and all the comforts of home.
hid the fine old beams with
They
tightly stretched muslin, and on this
they plastered the wall paper, and
thus imitated the ceilings they had
left back east. And they looked like
real celling3 too, until they began to
fag, and they might have fooled even
the veriest tenderfoot until a troop
of mice came scampering overhead
and gave the whole thing away. And
they framed In fire places with wooden mantels, and they used doors wit'n.
knobs of white and brown porcelain,
and as for locks, some of the doors
were so riddled with key holes that
they had to be plugged with wood
before the lest modern lock could be
fitted on. There it was, 1905 and 1846
elbowing each other in their endeavor
to shut out the good old seventeenth
But they are now a thing
century.1
of the past, and it is hoped that noth
ing modern will ever again become a
structural part of the old building,
unless it fills an actual need.
Steps Between Rooms.
The fact that the old Palace Is
built on sloping ground is not noticed
as one views It from the Plaza, but
cn entering it is found that there is
a descent of fully four feet from the
fast to the west end, and that in the
early days when leveling the floors
it had been necessary to use a step
oetween rooms. But this would have
been impracticable to maintain in a
public building.
From the moment
the visistor enters, his gaze is directed upward, and the use of steps be
tween rooms would bring his thoughts
lack to earth in' more sense than one.
bo slight inclines - have been built
leading from the vestibule to the
Museum, rooms, and after descending
to these there is a long stretch nf

Claimant names as witness: NicoFoley's Honey and Tar Compound.
las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe Is effective for coughs and colds In
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canoncito, either children or grown persons. No
In the
N. M.
opiates, no harmful drugs.
Refuse substitutes.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
yellow package.
For sale by all druggists.
Register.

Cold Pure Spring
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the city marshal with "Van
visiting;.
st&ryr hnd,' demanding 'a ticket , to
Washington, J). C., to tell his, wonder-ifu- l
.and.' ; his irnportaiit State
f story,
secret to. President; Taft. Be niakes
the" demand

on McMillen on account,

level floor. Inclines were built in the
old Moorish structures of Spain, and
in this there is good precedent for
their use.
Mural Paintings.
The vestibule is to contain a series
of three mural paintings by Carl
These are already completed
snd illustrate three Deriods in th
history of Santa Fe. The first room
reached from the vestibule is to be
known as the Pajarito room. It will
house the collection of Pajaritan pot
tery loaned by the New Mexico Normal University, and also the original
Hewett collection of pottery from the
same region, recently returned from
the Smithsonian
Institute.
Next
comes the Puye room, with the excep
tion ol the new Pajarito room the
only one in which a plastered ceiling
is used. This room was designed by
Carl Lotave as a setting for his beautiful mural decorations,
and in the
wall cases are shown valuable specimens obtained from the excavations
at Puye.
The Rito Room.
Next comes the KIto room, the first
in which the old beams were
exposed.
Not all of them could be saved, as
some were too badly decayed to be
used. From the Rito room one enters the large lecture hall and library
formerly occupied by the
Here a large square hall had been
made years ago by tearing out the
intervening walls between four small
rooms, and supporting the roof upon
rillars. These square box pillars have
reen replaced by huge dressed Iocs
which support rough hewn capitals
modeled after smaller ones found in
the work of restoration. The recon
struction of the roof has increased
materially the height of the room.
This hall, forty feet square, will give
ample space for lectures and other
public meetings,
and here will be
rlaced the scientific library recently
purchased for the school by Mr.
Frank Springer of Las Vegas.
Reception Room.
The office rooms of the school are
at the front of the building and are
reached both from the vestibule and
the Museum rooms.
Here, also, lies
the historic old reception room of the
governors, the beams and huge hewn
slab ceillings of which are
remarkably
well preserved.
Lo-lav-

post-offic-

Public Spiritedness.
Th restoration of the vestibule and
xdjdiito room was ma do nnssihia
through the generous assistance of
Mr. Springer, while the funds for the
restoration of the library and lecture
hall were contributed by several pub- citizens of Santa Fe.
A Master Craftsman.
.
T"1
me wonc or reconstruction has
been under the supervision nf ir
Jesse L. NuRbaum, who, since Joining
iub si.an or me school some two years
aeu, uas raminarized himself
with
every detail in the construction of
tne oia building, and it is due to his
knowledge of practical building, combined with his appreciation of its

original architectural details that
such satisfactory results have been
secured.
He has labored hard to
maite every feature of the work as
substantial and lasting as that nf th
old Spaniards themselves, and as
far
as possible In harmony with the
age in
which they built. When tho lnno--.
hoped for :econstruction of the portal becomes a reality, and the contemplated improvements at the rear of
tne Duiiding are completed, he will
have to his credit the restoration of a
structure consistent in its appointments and setting, and absolutely unique among the museum buildings of
the world.
The Patio.
When the Navajo and Pueblo courts
are finally completed in the
spacious
patio at the rear of the building, visit.
ors may watch the strange dances
and other ceremonies from the roof.
wuicu nas oeen strengthened an that
it will now easily support the
cf a thousand people. And in weight
listening to the measured beat of drums
end watching the sacred dances of
me Indians, they will onlv ho fnii,.
ing the custom of a fast disannearine
race, the Pueblos, who on their feast
aay, centuries ago. mounted the mh
of their buildings on this very
site,
and gazed in rapt attention at thes8
strange ceremonies of their own pec-l' IV.

Honest Medicines Versus Fakes
President Taft's recent message sue- gesting an amendment to the Pure
Food and Drugs law in Its relation to
Prepared Medicines, does not refer to
such standard medicines as Foley's
Honey and Tar Coumpound and Foley
Kidney Pills both of which are true
medicines carefully compounded of in
gredients whose medicinal qualities
are recognized by the medical profes
sion itself es the best known remedial
agents for the diseases they are in
tended to counteract. For over three
decades Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has been a standard remedy for
conghSj colds and affections of the
throat, chest and lungs for children
and for grown persons, and it retains
above all other
today its
preparations of its kind. Foley Kidney
Pills are equally effective and meritorious. For sale by all druggists
e

of the belief that the marshat"'is ;'a Vv i
Young Couple Arrested.' xt- - ,
public servant. Marshal McMillen did , Eugenio Flores, aged M, and Timo-te- s
Ms"
the
factM)f
a
deny
'being pub.
i jiiot
Crespin, aged 16, of
0ygas
iic"BerraHi"out oerueo nis amiiry to vrere arrested at MexwelL.qo'lfas.coua-ty,
'"
ticket:
needed
puu
provide the
by , Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena,
claimed to have been married
lbefeJ ' arifrffcJ3cftal Snd the Inrestiga-- 'They
a iustloe of the peace,, hut could,
tlon will take place today. Following by
m the invest! ration ' It "tk" HVaIv "ihot produce, no marriage certificate.; .
tsztiw Htaw W to ' marshal vrn If you wane anything & earth--tr- y
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College Grounds.

Famous Palace of the Governors Now a Monument Worthy Simple Summer Life of King
College grounds.
and Queen of Italy and
been practicing
of the Commonwealth and Its People. ResChildren
rapidly getting

August, 1911.

Best of Food

BAREFOOTED!

nave Been practicing Daily and Will
Meet a Strong Local Team at

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
(D. C. O.)
The Salmon Grays will play a pick tage. Bath, range, light O. C. Wat.
up team tomorrow afternoon at the son & Co.

9633-759-

(Old

SALMON GRAYS PLAY
FIRST GAME TOMORROW.

PRINCESSES

OF
THE GONQUISTADQRES
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Victor Emanuel Has Highest Sal
ary of Any Crowned Head
of Europe.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rome, July 29. A good t.tory is told
to illustrate the discipline and
of the famous Carabineers,
that ancient body of military policemen who had their origin in Piedmont
and about whom so much nas been
said during toe Camorrist trial.
The other day a company of them
was drawn up outside the railway station for ne arrival of a royal prince.
The prince appeared at the door of the
station and ail hands were raised in
salute when a Carabineer felt a little
tug at his pocket. Then he felt an
other stronger pull, and remembered
witn anguish that all his pay and horded wealth was in a purse in his trousers pocket which was te:ng Insiduous- ly attacked, being exposed by the
raising of his arm. What should he
do? The foreign prince was Just opposite, and to put down his hand and
not salute was unthinkable, but at the
same time could flesh and blood, and
an officer of the law too, deliberately
allow himself to be robbed and ruined?
His desperate state of mina was shown
in the trembling of that hand, which,
however, stayed glued to the forehead
while the precious purse was slowly
and surely abstracted. At last the agonizing moment came when he felt
that the pulling had Btopped and knew
tnat the thief had made off.
Fortunately, the theft had taken
some time, as the thief evidently was
not very bold, ju?t as he got the
coveted prize in his hand, the Captain
of the Carabineers turned to give an
order, the saluting being over, and
saw what had happened.
The order
for pursuit was given and the Carabineer wno had proved the power of
discipline over human nature was the
one who caught his thief and recovered his property intact.
Gets $3,000,000 a Year.
It is not generally known that the
civil list of the King of Italy is larger
than that of almost any other Sover
eign, as it amounts to over $3,000,000
a year. However, this does not mean
that Victor Emanuel can dispose of
more money than some other Euro
pean potentates. It must be remembered tnat he has inherited the possessions of all the seven states in wnich
Italy was divided before the middle
of the last century, and that many of
the properties, such as historic palaces and gorgeous villas ni.i only are
not productive of anything, but represent a heavy burden on the budget of
the Royal House.
Now and then the" question of reducing the civil list comes up, but contrary to what takes place in other
countries, the king himself is favorable to the reduction, on the condition that he be relieved of a large number of royal parks and palaces which
he never uses and which absorb about
of the civil list for their
maintenance. The point reached gen
erally, tne question goes no further, a",
if the property which the king would
be ready to give up were taken over
by the state, there would be no saving
in the expenditure, which, in fact, as
everything managed by the govern
ment, might come to cost more, while
it is out of the question to lose such
national treasures, although in the
past there have been offers for them
from private persons, including the
rich Americans.
A Sad Castle.
The king and queen and their young
people have gathered in their Pied- montese castle of Racconigi, only
miles from Turin, to spend
twenty
the summer quietly after the recent
The castle, whica once,
mourning.
together with Concallerl, where Princess Clothilde died, and Stupinigi,
where Queen Maria Pia breathed her
last, was one of the strongholds of
Piedmant, is now surrounded by a
peaceful village of 10,000 inhabitants,
and contains very sad relics for the
Italian royal family, as in one corner
of the edifice there are gathered the
furniture of the bedroom in which
King Charles Albert, the king who
granted the constitution in 1848, died
in voluntary exile at Oporto, Portugal,
and the furniture of the bedroom occupied by King Humbert just before
he was shot by the anarchist Bresci
at Monza.
Barefooted Princess.
Notwithstanding these-- melancholy
mementos,, the life , of the sovereigns
and the royal children tnere is reported to be very gay in its simplicity. Th"
two-thir-

The Grays have
daily and are very
into form, and the
game tomorrow will be of great benefit for them, as they will get plenty of
practice, although they will have to
go some to defeat the team that is to
be put up against them, as it will be
composed of the best ball players in
town. The game will be very interesting as both teams have been practicing daily and both are very anxious
of annexing tomorrow's game.
Santa
Fe fans tomorrow will have a chance
of seeing the reorganized
Salmon
Grays in action, and can get an opin
ion as to what they will do the remainder of the season. The battery
for the Salmon Grays in tomorrow's
team is not known but it is said that
their manager has something up his
sleeve, and hopes to give the Grays
a surprise. An admission fee of fifteen cents will be charged to help defray expenses,, so don't forget to be
at the College grounds tomorrow af- rnoon at two o'clock and root for
the Grays.
Manager Lopez of the Grays is try
ing to arrange a game with Albu- c.uerque for August 6, the game will
very likely be played at Albuquerque.
and on August 13, the Albuquerque
team will very probably come to San
ta Fe for a return game. The Salmon
Grays and the Albuquerque Grays
were great rivals for several years.
and now that the Salmon Grays have

the Santa Fe and Albuquerque fans will be greatly pleased
to see them again on the diamond
battling for honors. The Albuquer
que Grays havejieen greatly strength
ened by the addition of new players.
and are daily practicing. Manager
Dan Padllla has been very busy for
the last few days signing new players and in various ways strengthening his team, as he expects not only
to beat any team that comes his way
this season, but also to capture the
Erst prize in the state fair. But don't
forget that Manager Lopoz and his
team are gcing to try for the same
honors. SO the games between Albuquerque and Santa Fe will be of interest, and we expect to see record breaking crowds when the Duke City aggregation Journey to this city to try their
luck with the Salmon Grays. Mana
ger Lopez is also going to arrange
games with the Las Vegas Maroons
and other ieams of the Territory. The
Santa Fe fans are howling for good
ball games in Santa Fe, but if they
help support the team now, they will
have a chance to see the games they
are longing for.

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(Fram the New Mexican of this dats
1191.)

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Clancy returned
last night from their outing trip on
the Pecos.
District Attorney Ralph E. Twitchell
returned from Las Vegas.
Edwin Booth's life is imperiled by
the continued and excessive use of
tobacco.
Cleveland

gives it out that he will
not take part in the Ohio campaign.
It is a cold day this summer when
the Sunflower State is not being ad
vertised. When it is not the big
wheat crop it is a cyclone or the
Farmers Alliance.
The territorial bureau of immigra
tion is doing much good work for
New Mexico which cannot fail to bear
fruit sooner or later.

room house,
FOR SAL13 Seven
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenus.
FOR SALE Santa Fe Planing Mill,
very cheap. Part down and part caBh.
Inquire of P. Hesch Sr. at mill.
FOR SALE One 12 H. P. boiler
and engine $30.00, and one 40 H. P.
engine $75.0't, all in running order.
Must be sold at once. Inquire P.
Hesch, Sr., Planing Mill.
We have something new for salesmen making small towns.
A neat,
clean, quick selling pocket sideline.
If interested write for order book today. Burd Manufacturing Co., 231 No.
;th Avenue, Chicago.
WANTED Men and noys in Los
Small pay but can learn
Angeles.
trade
cf automobiles,
electricity,
plumbing, bricklaying on actual contract jobs. 300 students last year.
Catalogue free. United Trade School
Contracting Cc, Los Angeles.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and
typewrites guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExPhone 231.
change.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court.
Independent Steel & Wire Company
Plaintiff, vs. New Mexico
Central
Railroad Company Defendant.
No.
6566.

To Whom It May Concern:

Especially the creditors of the defendant railroad company, and all
parties interested therein.
In pursuance of an order of court
made in the above entitled cause on
the 14th day of July, 1911, notice is
hereby given that there was filed In
the office of the Clerk of the District
Court within and for Santa Fe County,
on the 29th day of April, 1911, an
itemized account of all moneys received from the operation of said railroad
and from all other sources and of ail
disbursements made, by the undersigned as Receiver, from January
11th, 1910 to December 31st, 1910,
both Inclusive; that the undersigned
Receiver will, on the 20th day of August, 1911 at the Court House in the
City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, ask
the Court to approve said account;
and that exceptions to the approval
of said account, if the same are to
be heard by the court, shall be made
in writing and specify the particular
item, or items, in said account to
which objection is made, and be filed
with the Clerk of the District Court
wherein said cause is pending on or
before the 10th day of August, 1911.
CHARLES

Carrying the U. 8. mall and pas
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M, connecting with ths
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., arrive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
To-pe-

little ones run about the park barefooted and bareheaded, while the king
lays aside his general's uniform which
he wears all the year, at Rome and,
spends hours fishing and motoring
the company of his family, and th
queen has at last . the possibility of
gratifying her tastes for shooting and
.
painting.
Princess Yolanda is the life of this
happy family. One day. asked if sue
was Mamma's or Papa's girl, she re
plied, "J am Mamma's girl in body
(she is the image of her mother)
so I must, necessarily, be Papa's girl
in spirit."
,

Those Whd-Tak-e
Folsy Kidney Pills.
For their kidney and bladder
and tor annoying urinary irreg
ularities are always grateful both for
ithe quick and permanent relief they
afford,- - Bnd for their ' tonlo i and;
strengthening effect as well. Try Fo
ley Kidney Pills.' For M by all drus-- D

MURRAY,

Central

Kidney Diseases Are Curable.
under certain conditions.
The right
medicine must be taken before the disease has progressed too far. Mr. Perry A. Pitman, Dale, Texas.,
ys: "I
was down in bed for four months with
kidney and bladder trouble and gall
stones. One bottle of Foley's Kidney
Remedy cured me well and sound."
Ask for It For sale by all druggists.

ROSWELL AUTO CO.,

J W.

C.

Receiver of New Mexico
Railroad Company.

ROSWELL, N. M

Baggage allowance 100 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggaga
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred Iba
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
Special rates are given for excur
sions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information,
write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

STOCKARD,

MANAGEP

The New Mexican
Printing Company

Santa

Fe,

N ew

PUBISHERS

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
EL NUEVO MEXICANO :
.
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BINDERS, BLANK BOOK

MAKERS

Our Facilities for Turning Out Work of any
Description are unexcelled.

OUR SOLICITOR
1.1m

'

PROM PTLY EXECDTED FOB

Halftones Zinc Etchings Lithographing
'
Emb6ssin!';,:'i;;rrT Engraving
"v';;
Engrayed Calllnf Cards.Weddinf Invitations aad Announcements
OUR SPECIALTY.
t
i
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The census bureau today publishes
the agricultural statistics Tor the
state of Alabama, which has come to
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
the front In late years as a great
PAUL A. F, WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
in
manufacturing state. Alabama
Editor and President.
Vice President.
the census year had 262,720 farms, or
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
eight times as many as New Mexico.
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
It had under cultivation, almost ten
million acres and the value of lands
Eutered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Pa Postofflce.
in and buildings on farms
was
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$2.50 given as $287,673,000, which makes a
Dally, six months, by mail
25
low average fla little over a
Daily, pev week, by carrier
1.00 rather
Weekly, six months
thousand dollars for each farm. The
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
2.00
65 Weekly, per year
average value per acre is given as
Daily, per month, by mail
f
50 enly 110.45.
About
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
of the
Daily, per year, by mail
farms have an areaJ of less than fifty
acres while only SIS "have more than
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
a thousand acres. Although the in
1
aent to crease of the number of farms in the
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper la New Mexico. It
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation past ten years has .been only 18 per
antonfc the intelligent and progressiva people of the Southwest.
tent against almost;t .400 pir cent in

SANTA

S.

H.
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That Fire Insurance?

How About

me) iprm values

111

FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It
THE
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Assistant Cashier

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Stocky.

Capital

;?

"::T.Vi

V

$150,000

Prelitp:::80t000

'
Transacts a general banking: business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of per-

against the opening of a saloon at
Action in both cases
thereupon deferred until a' hear'
.
.
ing can De had.
Saloon Closed Pending Investigation Pending an investigation of the
charge that Nicholas Depeder at El
Paso sold liquor to minors, Depeder's
saloon has been closed by County
,
Judge A. S. Eylar.
Loser J. Frank
Romero Heavy
Romero, who was a delegate to' the
constitutional convention, this week
lost 84 sheep near Magdalena,
they
being killed by lightning, and 31 being killed by eating poison weed,
r robably wild carrots. .
Funeral of Mrs. Corine The funeral of tne late Mrs. P. B. Cosine, who
died in the Philippines, will take place
the Presbyterian
tomorrow from
church at Albuquerque.
Catholics to Establish Colony The
' Orthodox Catholic"' church has pur1300 Broadway.

sonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign' exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in arespecte as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound'' banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited..

i

.

.
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chased 10,000 acre, of land- near
Socorro county and will thereon establish a colony from France and
l
. .
Belgium.
. Ford Acquitted
George W. jFord,:
e
, TorreoiBi ;
who had a hearing
county, on the charge of larceny

The Palace Hotel
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THE JOY RIDE.
A reckless pace,
A laughing band.
On steering gear
A reckless hand.
No thought of care.
Wide open speed.
Of life and limb
No thought or heed,
A

i'

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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.Boom for Com.

; inercial Travelers
WASHINGTON AVENUE

f

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

'

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,'
well lighted and J ventilated jlx '.
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
-

;

3

trust ln luck,
A folly blind,

:

FIHB SAMFLX ROOM.
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HE'LL BE PLEASED.
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MONTEZUMA HOTELS
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A dash a crash
A roar a scream
Of agony,
A horror's Aeeaat
A heap of junk,
A gasping breath
The Joy ride ends
In Jaws of death.

'

li PRrVAtEriTH

BOOMS IN SnMJs

Unexcelled

Left far behind.
Increasing speed,
And more and more,
A wild contempt
For what's before.

?

Hotelsitit West

B6srt

vnieiue ana
Table Service

,

A danger sense

s

of the

'"i

and altering: brands of cattle, has been
released for want of evidence.
Dragged by His Horse While playing "Pull the chicken,"" at Tajique,
Torrance county,
Alejandro
Montoya, son of ii. M. Montoya, was
thrown by his horse and dragged a
long distance. He was fearfully batI
tered and" will probably dies

'v"

-

Cashier.

READ,

F. McKaNE,
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OF SANTA FE.

Then Act!

SANTA FE, ,N. M.

:
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

!

COMPANY

E

bama during the past detfade Increas
ed 114 per cent. Most significant,
TNE DAILY BOUHB UP.
perhaps, of the new spirit in the South
4
of doing things thoroughly and scien
P.ESTORING THE PALACE OF THE the north, only to return two days tiflcaily. is shown by the item of
later and to meet his death, on the $7,627,000 expended for fertilizers in
GOVERNORS.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 29.
The weather for New Mexico
The restoration of the Old Palace 9th, near Agua Fria; here, on the suc 1910, an inciease of 193 per cent over
ceeding aay. jose Gonzales, a: puemo 1800.
is fair except local showers
to its original architectural outlines: Indian
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- weary watch, on the in the political catalogue or decalogue,
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f carpeted earthen floor of the palace. Bernalillo county would be unani- with bath." Mrs. Summers, 119 Don
"Coming down to more modern mous for anything that Senator An Gaspar.
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U may be added tbat her Gen-- l drews might ask and its delegation
times'
A Basket Full of Kisses will delight
one reroenies
has :.e worth
Z L.
Lew Wallace wrote Ben Hur, while vrould be at his beck and jcall when the little
Only 10 cents at
of the territory' ln S79 and ever he desires anything for himself Fischer
Company.
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oh ofber propositions.
But it 'has reasonable.
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ing historic building in the country.
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ana iron iences
The planing mill window casings,1 Senator Owen has made a report of
.Buy. monuments
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representative.
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moved and it becomes apparent that i911 under the precise and ;. appro
The Big One is what you want. Do
smoking and disinclination to soil the not risk losing him bya poor outfit.
ve t onquistadores mult well ana priate heading "Views." His
hands at manual work, are the three See the advertisement of the Wood- for posterity, when they erected ing js characteristic:
characteristics that convey a pretty Davis Hardware Co., on page two.
the Palace ot tne uovernors 3U0 years
"I have joined in the favorable re
thorough mental picture of the bell
Annual Meeting The annual meetago. It is veculiarly appropriate too,
port of the committee on territories boy who brutally murdered a seventy-year-oling of the stockholders of Fairview
broker at New York this
on Wednesday
for the, admission of New week in order to obtain $6 cash and cemetery will be held
the history of the southwest; that it providing
evening, August 2, at eight o'clock in
Mexico and Arizona, as amended. I do
a gold watch which he 'pawned for the reference room of the library.
shall be forever a monument . and not
believe, however, that the words
museum housing the treasures which
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and dresses.
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think
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Furniture Company.
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cieties.
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An article on another page outlines 7uld W'J
A dispatch says that Ensign Robert sweet peas of J. C. McConvery. Solid
i
some of the work already accomplish- S. Young, Jr., of Concord, N. C, has colorsor assorted and not the ordied in restoring the building and adapt- - MX1C- - whom e seems to regard as been placed in the Broad Oak Sani nary kind either, try them. Oriental
tne Democrats of Arfone and'. Texas tarium in
Morgantown, N. C, after popples for transplanting. See ad
ing it to its public purpose and also
the immigrants from Mexico, two weeks'
gives a hint of the treasures stored regard
mysterious absence from vertisement.1'
regard the U. S. torpedo boat destroyer Per
there and which to the people ot this or as Oklahoma Democrats
New Players Coming Romulo Lo
town shouH be as familiar as the tne negro.
He is to be given treatment pez, manager of the Salmon Grays,
kins.
heirlooms of their own homes. It is But Senator Owen is i eal anxious to for nervousness, says the dispatch,
the rtceiDt of a telegram that
only by visiting the museums and have New Mexico admitted into the tut looked bale and hearty as he was Catcher Jimmy Brierly and First, Base- studying each object and each collec- - Union, for he says so, and one can taken to the Sanitarium and appeared iran Fred Owen," of Trinidad, will artion, that the patriotic people of Santa Imagine his pose, smiting his breast r.ot the least bit nervous. That deep- rive in Santa Fe next week so as to
Fe can put themselves in position to in Indian fashion, as .'ne declares: "In ens the mystery and strengthens the practice with the local players.
inform correctly the visitor, the tour-- ' my anxiety to see New Mexico admit-ist- , suspicion, that the Ensign was merely
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world.
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Camp .Dinner.
While at Camp Mills Governor Mills
was entertained at a camp dinner at
which his staff and many officers
i
were present. The officer's big mess
tent was brilliantly lighted by acetylene gas, the regiment possessing its
own lighting plant . Major Ludwilg
W Ilfeld. who has charge of the field
and staff officers' mess was in charge
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tic says: "Adjutant General Brookes, at' ithe
conclusion of the last course, introduced Governor William J. Mills as
guest of honor. Governor Mills spoke
highly of the courtesies shown Him.
He said it was a source of much pride
for him to have visitefl Camp Mills and
found the New Mexico national guard
so efficient. He said that General
Brookes .was responsible, for the! remarkable increase in efficiency of tne
not
guard and t0 murMttIt-oulbe yen him Each of the gUcoeeding
General
complimented
speakers
Brookes, whose record as head of the
military forces of Nw Mexico, ias
been an exceptionally good one.
"Other speakers were Colonel E. C.

J
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Tesuque Valley Fruit Ranch
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Containing 1,000 Bearing Trees,
Best of Ditches and Water Right.

CAKIIAGE & CAR PAINTING

If you are considering an investment we can
demonstrate that this is ONE of the BEST.

SIGN WRITING
First Class Work Gnaraiteed

Phone Black

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
309 San Francisco

S

X St X

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.

r

ir

Street
5S

No. 52
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X X X
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J. P. Steed & Son

.

'

THE LATEST STYLES IN
WHITE WAISTS

LADIES' EMBROIDERED
!; -- AT-

CARPENTERS

MAKERS.

AND CABINET

1

(Continued on Pag

XXXXX XX

4

DRUGGISTS

Abbott, Major S. A. Milliken, Colonel
M. M. Padgett, D. J. Leahy, Lleutea X X X

'

X

Our Special, 24c Yd.

Regular Price, 30c.
UGHT COLORED PEBOILES

"Always

China.

Hand-painte- d

4

;

Murray, Colonel Secundino Romero,
Colonel M. L. Stern, ;Harry W. Kelly,
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, Lieutenant F,
S. Toung, U. S. A., Captain W. F. Bro- gan, General A. S. Brookes, Captain
Harvey M. Shields, Stephen B. Davis,
Jr., F. H. Pierce, Herbert W. Clark
and Lorenzo Delgado were other
guests present in addition to the governor and his staff and the officers
who numbered over hirty.

Exquisite Designs of

All Colors

Right Price

J

Vegas Op

hSl'SS

Vegetables
H.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

SOISETTE
In

at the

Goods

i

If yOU Want the best'that
:

Gloves for Everyone.
'
.
SjJ Jfc:

i

i

GLOVES
..

35C

"

With
the Best

I

J

.

30C
CHILDREN'S GINGHAM DRESSES
,"-;-

The

i

LOANS

j

D. ARRIGHI

j

etyBonds

Uohn Pflueger, The

Corn-Fe-

j

STATE

HANGS1

Parlor Market
and Grocery

.

"
"

"

I

REAL

OF YOUR
BUSINESS

-

phone 49 Main

..

20c

This Week,

.

a,

INSURANCE
-E-

49 Main

"

...

.

i

,.

I

Regular Price, 25c
"
" 20c

11-

m,
:

Phone

INFANTS' HALF HOSE

Corner Plaza

t

Kansas City

Misuse

':!'

SPECIAL' SALE

South-Eas-

FOR THIS WEEK

d
iur-- ,
n. nai iieii ui ci
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting
merly of this city, is a house guest; this afternoon at the home' of Mrs.
' 'i
cl Mrs. S. 6V Cartwright.
G.' Small on 'Wsishfcgton
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
M. W. Poteen the well known dry Standley
goods salesman of St. Joseph, Mo.,!
n
wri:
ti'..ro
Veal and Lamb. !:
at the Montezuma hotel
, H
;
Grimshaw;?and
Mrs. C. C. Catron and her sister. Moulton,
MaV ,neh f
Mrs. Frank Lavan are visiting Mends '
Mrs. James I.'!8eliginan gave !a tea Home-Dresse- d
on the Pecos for a few days. ''
Poultry, Fresh
afternoon in honor of Mrs.
Mrs. Amado Chaves of Albuquerque, Wednesday
John W. March. About ninety ladles
and formerly of Santa Fe, is the guest
pr;geiit and the atfair was very Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
of Mrs. James L. Seligman.
Th Hinin? rnom , was
L0ni,tfi
The Saturday Card Club, is meeting
nn(1
fc.itb nfnk fiwept
today at the home of Mrs. J. O.;
cut fl0Wers decorated the - SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
Schumann on Lincoln avenue.
Li,
BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS
'
William E. Turner, who sells plumb-- 1
w
M
t, Frnat nf Santa ttp
Kanout
and
of
travels
ing supplies
and M,M
Armjjo 0 Albuquerque,
if Not Satisfactory.
Bite
ia at iue raiace uuiei.
had been here several days on a Money Refunded
who
P. A. Sandoval left- yesterday for
I
after-left for their homes this
Denver, Colorado, and from there goes noon.. Mrs. Frost and Miss
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Armijo
to Sallda before returning to Santa Fe.
were guests et the Castaneda during
214
Don Qasper Avenue.
Miss Lela Armijo, daughter of Hon.
-"" Las Vegas Op"
N. T. Armijo of. Albuquerque, is visit-- !
ing Mrs. Ma iid'e' Frost at her home oni
East Palace avenue.
Co. F. Thanks the Optic.
Dr. Gallaher of Denver, a noted
men in Company F, First RegiThe
throat arid nose specialist, and hisi
ment New Mexico National Guard,
PROPRIETOR.
sister, will be here next week, the
evidently took their Santa Fe man- -'
guest of Dr. J. A. Massie.
to Las Vegas with them
Miss Dora Fischer, cousin of A. J. ners over
went to camp as will be
when
they
known
the
is
well
Fischer,
druggist,
the
seen
following appropriate
by
here from her home at St. Louis, Mo.,
of appreciato visit Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Schumann.' and graceful expression
'
Mrs. 'Carl A, Bishop gave a party tion.
Camp Mills, July 26, 1911.
last night in honor of Miss Philipps
To
the
Optic:
.
attend-York
and
New
was
cf
it
City
The undersigned 'company, on be
ed by quite a number of young ladies.
of the enlisted men, wishes to
half
Dr. Thomas A. McCarthy who has
thank the Las Vega? Optic for the
complimentary ball 'given the enlisted
men of the Territorial National Guard.
we desire also to thank all young la-- ,
FRESH BREAD AND CAKE dies who attended, for the social cour- Dallv. 6 Loaves Fine Bread. 25c
tesies shown us.
.
.
and
Groceries
Fruits
Confectionery.

jvira. vv.

;";

,

LADIES'. WHITE

1

-

Ser ire Coats

Blue

last

j

Men's Alpaca Coats

:

for several
iting Mrs. Luckenback
weeks, leave this evening for their On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
home in Philadelphia.
This Month Only.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward is expected to return Sunday
from Faywood Hot Springs where hej
MISS A. MUGLER
has been recuperating during thai

Mon-tane-

THE

Townsend's Specilas

ONE THIRD OFF

two weeks. Las Vegas Optic. '
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Scheurich, who
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
If I had gqessed If I had dreamed Fischer and had also visited at their
Its weight was meant for me
frrmer home at Clovis, left for their
I should have made a lighter cross
home at Clovis, Curry county, today.
To bear Bp - Calvary! - v
The New; Mexican is in receipt ot
Reeve Aldrich iir'aJTlBTitation to a reception to be tend"Heart Throbs," in National: Maga. ered Governor William J. Mills at the
r
zine for July.
residence of Mr!' and Mrs. Jose
on Sunday evening, July 30, at
The Wallace Club Is not meeting Taos, New Mexico.
this afternoon.
Mrs. Maude FTtost and Miss Lela ArMrs. M. H. Byrd has returned from mijo, who attended the ball given
a business trip to Chicago.
for the guardsmen at Las Vegas,
I. Lewis, the jewelry salesman of have returned to Santa Fe after hav-- !
Kansas City is at the Palace.
ing a very enjoyable visit to Las Ve-F. J. Holmes, a flour salesman of gas and Camp Mills.
Los Angeles, is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Leahy enter-E. R; Bernard and E. B. Bernard of tained at luncheon today General A.
'
Attica, Ohio, are sightseers at the s Brookes, Colonel Robert Smart, Col- '
Palace. " ' '
onel FL C Abbott. Colonel M M. Pad-- !
Postmaster E. C. Burke who has eett and John Joerns, territorial travbeen quite ill at the Sanitarium, is nng auditor. Las Vegas Optic,
;
i
much better.
r. and Mrs C. S. Baldwin return- Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Howe of Mll-!(- j
from their camping trip!
yesterday
wauKee, are signtseers at tne Monte- - ln the Jemez mountains.
Mr. and
zuma hotel.
rra t t uVwnl Acnnmnanioil the
Massie
be
not
will
Misses
The
ata(jwinB 'frnm Santa Fe and are vi8l.
home to callers till the first Tuesday a
friendg in th'e valley."-Mori- arty

.

.

MILLINERY, BARGAINS

Mrs. A. M. Zane and her daughter,
Miss. Helen Zane, who have been vis-

nails..
'
I sang a merry song,
And chose the heaviest wood I had,
To build it firm and strong.

Asst.' Cislit'r

PAGE FIVr

visitors.

LITTLE PARABLE.
I made the cross myself, whose weight
Was later laid on me.
This thought is torture as I toil
Up life's steep Calvary.
To think mine own hands drove the

Your Patronage Solicited

''

PEilSIMAL

A

banking Business

"

been ill at hi? apartments in The
Beavers' Home, Is a little better today. He has been able to see several

31.

FURNITURE

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PANTING

NEATLY

All Work Guaranteed.

DONE

Phone,

led

115

r

sl "J

V

'
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10 00
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4 00
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8 30
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Dedman

(Japullu
Vtgll
Thompson
CunninghamN.M
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Ar
Raton. S. M
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Raton, N.M
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SFreston
Koehler Junction
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ABADIR

8 05
2 45
2 25

10 15
9 49

AGAIN

FAMOUS

9 05

Local Help-

....

ASK FOR TICKETS

,.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Pe TandmanPmspointsBsbe New M
im

Mexico and to the Pacific Coast,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,

vte NEW

the

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

Per rates and full information address
Agent,
EUGENE FOX, a. f.Pasop.Texas.
El

IK

Fishing?

The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round tripjfor fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to
the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
AND NEW
IN COLORADO

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,
OR

W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe

ALBUQUERQUE,
October 9,

Backache

!

July 24, 1911.

N. M

Editor New Mexican,
Santa Fe, New Mexico:
My attention has been called to an
editorial in a recent issue of your pa
per commenting upon what is supposed to be the condition of the peach
where "although
crop at Carlsbad
peaches are being sold at a cent a
pound tons of them are reported to be
rotting on the ground for lack of
Based upon this report you
buyers."
pive Carlsbad growers advice to get
an evaporator and draw some very
sage conclusions upon the necessity
of making proper
preparations to
handle any prospective crop.
It is fool newspaper reports like the
cne which has come to your notice
sent out by hysterical idiots styling
themselves "special representatives"
and who care nothing for actual facts
so long as they get a "story" into
print that brings discredit upon the
press, and discouragement and injury
1o a lot of hard working people.
We fruit growers of Carlsbad cannot be badly hurt by false reports because we are laying up hard dollars
from a crop properly handled and pro
perly marketed. But reports of disaster to us bring discredit and dis
couragement to the fruit growing in
terests of the whole territory. So I
have taken advantage of a few mo
ments to write upon the exact facts in
the case, hoping you mil publish them
and exchanges will copy wherever the
false report has gone for the en
couragement of other peach growers
throughout the territory and the fu
ture development of what should be
our most prontaDie inausiry, ior uu
better peach than the New Mexico
' in the world and
peach is grown
Carlsbad claims the palm from New

matter.

We have clearly demonstrated that
even this loss is avoidable hereatter
for we have educated local pickers
and packers and can very largely
handle our own crop hereafter, saving ourselves nearly $40 per car, or
cents per box upon contract prices,
Good Showing.
We feel very much gratified at the
showing thus far, this being the first
year for so large an enterprise in the
territory, the fruit being unknown on
eastern markets, and the season being
unfavorable
owing to
somewhat
monthly rains and showers during
picking time, which advanced tne
time of ripening ana somewnai

the carrying capacity of the
fruit, while making it smaller than
usual owing to early maturity.
And we feel that our experience is
of value and of great encouragement
to the other peach growers of the territory and that "the situation" is
"one for a boosting editorial" which
we hope you will see fit to give for
the good of the whole territory and
the best peach on earth.
In conclusion we will say that there
is a drier here now and we give it all
cur left overs each day at half a cent
K.onarchist agents.
per pound. So far it has had from us
Fifty Cars of Peaches,
800 pounds of culls and
Tncindine
Rapid Work, Rapid Rest.
July 22nd. there have less than
An interesting contribution on the been shipped from the Rio Pecos Or about 2,500 pounds of fruit too small
power of recovery of the body after chard's special siding 20 full refrig to pack.
FRANCIS G. TRACY.
hard work has been made to the erator carloads of peaches to Kansas
Academy of Sciences. Monsieur Amar City, Chicago, Pittsburg and New
the reporter, demonstrated that the York, containing each 1008 to 1064
human organism rests after work in twenty pound boxes of peaches pack
FLUSHES
EDITORIAL
accordance with the law relating to ed and wrapped in approved Cantorthe cooling off of a heated body. The nia style, and we are now shipping
formula of Lutton explaining the rap from two to three, cars a day. Daily
The Best Ever.
idity of the body in work applies also requests by wire for carloads are being
Last Sunday's edition of the Denver
to the rapidity of rest. Consequently received from these and other cities
one should find, according to Monsieur and the market returns are high. We News contained a full page article on
Amar's theory, that rest is more rap are handling through this switch, the capital city of New Mexico and
It
idly obtained when the work has been which holds seven cars and was built the beautiful country contiguous.
of
literature
written
best
piece
the
is
the
besides
for
rapid.
peaches,
especially
Agadir.
Carlsbad peaches those from Malaga, on the resources, climate and restful
Santa Fe
on
town
the
The seaport
Agadir,
tesia, and Hope, Shipped In daily summer nooks in and about
western coast of Morocco, was little and transferred into refrigerator cars. that has ever appeared in cold type.
known of until the arrival of a Ger There will be 50 carloads in all.
The
peaks, natural parks
man warship which plunged all EuFrom twenty acres of early fruit, where the 'speckled trout dallies in
rope into the fear of complications Carmen and Mamie Ross, we shipped scores or brooks was particularly well
The article was written
and even gossip of possible war. Now ten cars and have had detailed re- described.
F. Walter, editor of the
seven
A.
Paul
Agadir has leaped into world-wid- e
the
first
from
already.
by
ports
notice.
The boxes averaged 75.4 cents New Mexican. The New Mexico DemThe Sous region, extending far back a piece net f. o. b. Carlsbad"" which ocrat.
'
from Agadir, Is rich In mineral and means 50 cents net for the peaches
agricultural wealth beyond the dreams after all expenses for boxes, picking,
Significant.
of engineers and offers new proof of packing and paper are deducted. We
A significant feature of the recent
the fact that Morocco is a country have realized locally and In small prohibition election in Texas was the
teeming in natural resources, which shipments $500 more from the 20 very strong prohibition vote In most
have only to be skillfully worked to acres, or $25 per acre.
of the counties containing the larger
make it one of the wealthiest regions
Big Profit Per Acre.
cities. It was perhaps the greatest
in the world. In the past the relations
This is $275 per acre clear from the surprise that the
cf Europe with Agadir were Import- crop off four year old . trees, 1. e. sustained. It has been pretty gener
ant. In the sixteenth century the trees planted in the spring of 1907, ally understood that the larger cities
Portuguese disembarked there and and from early fruit.
were all overwhelmingly against
built a fort. The Dutch imitated the A few early Elbertas thus far heard
but the vote in many of the
Portuguese in the eighteenth century from have sold in Chicago at $1.45 to most populous counties was exceeding
and up to seventeen hundred and $2.00 per box, and have netted us $1.03
ly close, showing a strong tendency
seventy-thre- e
the Spaniards claimed to $1.&
We are anticipating great towards
embracing prohibition.
and
seek pro things from the main crop shipments
.he right to land there
This growth of sentiment is undoubt
An English company estab- vrhich are already well on the road.
visions.
due chiefly to the lawless excesslished Itself at Cape Juby, but was
But enough has been shown to de- edlyof the saloon men, who have con
forced to leave by the Sultan. Eng- monstrate that a peach crop can be es
at bandied successfully and profitably, sistently flouted the lfcw wherever end
land had. however, a
whenever they could. The spasmodic
Agadir up to the eighteenth century. croakers and hysterical subjects to
display of attempted law enforcement
The bay of Agadir is perhaps the fin the contrary notwithstanding.
and there over the state prompt
est and most protected on the MorocNow for the foundation of the re here
can coast, and should Morocco event port that reached you, for like all false ed by. the close snave in last Satur
will deceive nobody.
ually be divided among the powers reports it had an infinitesimal founda day's election
Prohibition sentiment In Texas , will
would be a splendid naval base for tion on facts.
to grow, and the saloon men
the lucky acquirer.
It is a large job to handle fifty continue
as well right now begin to close
An Irregular Heart.
p.cres of bearing peach trees in the may
The lesson of the European circuit Pecos valley and great preparations up their affairs, for the day of licensed
aeroplane race is the necessity of de- were necessary to make up safe on saloons in Texas is nearly over. :
The better class of saloon keepers
veloping a better motor, according to our own orchard, especially as there
can and will get into some better busithe opinion of experts. The delays was no experienced
be
had
to
help
ness and protect themselves against
to the airmen from accident were com- nearer than California.
was
motor
loss. Most of the saloon keepers are
trouble
but
rare,,
The Railroad Helps.
paratively
a frequent complaint.
One of the largest distributing com not working for themselves anyhow
s nor do
The power In the motor Is believed binations Lyon Bros, and M. O.
they have any considerable
to have been excessive. In this reof New York and Pittsburg were capital Invested, but they are working
spect the experts agree with the gen- engaged to handle the crop for us merely as agents of the brewery comeral contention of Wilbur Wright, who and for the valley.
The Santa Fe panies and have nothing to lose but
recently pleaded for a halt In the built and we paid for a seven car tne wages or the percentage profits
struggle to obtain great speed. What switch and the Santa Fe promised us they make. The worst class ot saloon
Wright wishes is that the rules of special service, which promise has men will sink to a lower stage of lawspeed races should be changed so as been more than kept. Our packing lessness and will conduct liquor disto limit the size of the motors, eighty shed is built at the siding and is 80 pensaries and other places of resort
miles an hour, in his eyes, being a feet long, with an additional house in defiance of law.
i
good average. French experts want 24 by 26 feet to hold box. material.
More than a dozen "wet" counties
manufacturers to strive for the same Our loading platform Inside the shed gave a majority for statewide prohibiregularity of motor in an aeroplane is 60 feet by 8 feet, with a 25 foot ex- tion, including Pecos, Reeves, Tom
that now exists in an automobile; in tension for benefit; ot
GreenV aho Vaiverdeiln the west Near
other words, give up the struggle for who pack in their orchards; and de- ly 20: mtf4amilieJWZItia
speed and concentrate on regularity liver to the cars af our switch. ""For statewide prohibition. A local clergy- and safety. As one expert said: "The tms privilege tney pay one ceni per man m a letter to The Herald today.
U's .i-- i.
He has a body, and bo.
bird. Is created.
riii..JiJV v T"J
he has wings, but his heart does not
Our own fruit is hauled in forty i
,1Iii
or
ttlfVi
tlif
M
itwaMt
Ivl
nrwinrl
wiftlrln
hriwn
beat regularly.
returni The Herald does not dttib
'Kino an Expert Engineer.
shed, packed and but in&Uur refrigera that there was much fcorruptiodi in
King Albert of Belgium enjoyed his tor cars as fat;asy$?aj$umilatej the elction and that many talis reports'
long talk with the members "of the We are packing here 1500 to leoo were turned In from different counwho boxes per day and will do better with
international steel conference,
ties, but the clergyman's strictures on
were received by him and who found the Elbertas and larger fruit.
the newspapers of the state are not
,
that His Majesty knew considerably t
Thousand Boxes Pef-.DaUstifted. The returns were very slow
more than they had expected abcut
Sesidel ,thet tom&fjm smen
recent processes and experiment's in
who inspects the packing fbming in, but the newspapers made
steel working. Upon one of the guests and loads the cars we have eight ex- every effort to get their reports com
elecremarking that the King's knowledge r erlenced California packers and box plete and accurate, in general
was extraordinary for a layman a Bel- - makers who have the contract for tions, in this state and others, it has
clan friend fit the Kine naid that If handling the crop.
Boxes are made often beena,week before the result
His Jlaiefty Jwd not sen obliged to it ; the rate of 1009, per day; per man, l $. close, contest fconl be' qsrovely
be King he woul4 sve bee an ex fcailing-tw- o
a minute hi a rush Forty known. IEl Paso Herald:
nert. naHneer In technical industrial thousand boxes have already been deIf yon want anything on earth try
subjects and that he diverted himself livered here and over tour million
Waat ad In theJSew Mejjcaa.,,
specially printed wrappers besides IS
by studying industrial science.

Fi

."'

10, II, 12, 13, 14, 1911,

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Is a positive cure for weakness and disease of the femminewrgenism. It allays
innammauon, neais ulceration ana sooines pain. 1 ones and builds up the nerves.
Do not permit a dishonest dealer to substitute ior this medicine which has
record of 40 years of cures. " No, thank you, I want what I ask for."
Dr. Pttnt'a Pleasant pelleta Induct mild natural bowel movement once a day.

EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

list

and Program.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

ISAAC BARTH,
President.

VAUDEVILLE

Hotel Arrivals.

PERFORMANCES
AT THE ELKS'.
The Harry Ward company of vaudeville stars is playing this week at the
Airdome, Albuquerque, and will be

Palace.
I. Lewis, Kansas City.
J. B. Ament, Las Vegas.
F. J. Holmes, Los Angeles.
William E. Turner, Kansas City.
E. R. Bernard, Attica, Ohio. '
E. B. Bernard, Attica, Ohio.
Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Homer, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keith, Elida.
George E. Ole, Kansas City.
Mrs. Henry Mossman, City.
Florence Leidy, City.
C. W. Moss, El Paso.
M. W. Potsch, St Joe.
V. W. Shoff, Albuquerque.
C. T. Cole, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
J. B. Rusk, Chama.
I. Mead, Mcintosh.
J. H. Dickens, Mcintosh.
J. T. Gallaher, New York.
N. Butler, San Francisco.

seen at the Elks' theater here for an
entire week commencing next Monday
night and continuing through Sunday
the Gth Inst. Harry Ward the minstrel
men heads the bin, wUctt will be
changed every two nights during the
changed every two nights during the
engagement. Pictures and songs will
also be featured.
Boost the show at the Elks theater
all next week. More entertainment
for the money was never offered in
the city. Harry Ward and his company of vaudeville staVs will be the
attraction. Prices,

CHURCH

Hay Fever and Summer Colds.
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound will do It
E. M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St., Chicago, writes: "I have been greatly
troubled during th ; hot summer
months with Hay Fever and find that
by using Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound I get great relief." Many oth
ers who suffer similarly will be glad
to benefit by Mr. Stewart's experi
ence. For sale by all druggists.

J
;

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Cathedral.

;
j

First mass at
mass at 9:30.

6 o'clock a. m. Second

Sermon in English,
Third mass at 10.30. Sermon in Span
ish. Rosary and Benediction at 6:30
p. m. Devotions.

Lady of Guadalupe.
mass 6 a. m. Second mass
,
(high) 9:31 a. m.
Church of the Holy Faith.
Seventh Sunday after Trinity July
30, 1911.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer 11 a. m. F. W. Pratt,
Acting Rector. '

First

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

$4 1 .90

dJC f
$duJZiJ

August 7 toll
August 14 to 17

utU0IeSeVr

san francisco;

30

$41 .90

August 7 to 1 1
August 14 to 17

$45.20

OAKLAND,

$50.90

Secretary-Manage- r.

ao

$50.90

GOING OR RETURNING ONE WAY

Via Portland or Seattle, $62.50 and $68.35
ACCORDING

TO DATE OF

SALE

Return limit on tickets sold August 7th to 11th, and
August 14th to 17th, is October 15th, 1911. On tickets sold
daily, return limit is October 31st; 1911.
GO NOW, AND GO VIA THE SANTA FE.

Santa Fe, N.

I

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

M.

Rubber Stamps
YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
WILL SAVE YOU A "GREAT DEAL OF TIME. ; BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

WHEN

SAME

vice-cons-

PRICE LIST.
15c
inches long
Stamp, not over 2
10c
,
on
line
Each additional
stamp.
One-liand not over 31-- 2 inches long . 20c
Stamp, over 2
15c
Each additional line on stamp-- .
One-li.
.
.
not
over
5
25c
3
inches
and
stamp, oyer
long.
Eacri additional line on same stamp.
20c
:j
One-li10c
5
,
inch
over
inches
per
long
Stamp,
Each additional line, same price. ' (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines). :
under 3 Inches long.. ...... ..25c extra
Borders of
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch In size, we charge for one line for each
One-li- ne

1-

1-

ne

Cog-gin-

Write for Premium

-2

1-

ne

-2

......

-2

ne

.

:

one-ha-

one-ha-

lf

Inch

pr,

Jw5f,4i

ether-grower-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

nez, Jose Angel, Patricio Garcia, all
of Lamy, N. M. ,.
'
MANUEL R. OTERof
)' S
"
!
f
'.
.
Register.'
j
.

(Pecos Forest. Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior.
.TJ. 8. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
,i

't

July

TO AND FROM rtOSWELS,

12, 1911.,,

hereby given that Manuel
Martines y Lujan, of Lamy. N, M
Who, on October 11, 1904, made homestead entry No.
for SW 4
Section 3, "Township 14 N, Range 11
E N. M. M. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make Final five
year Proof, to establish claim! to the
land above" described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Santa Fe,'N. M, on the 23rd day ef
'Notice-I-

8111-0390-

August, 1011.
s

,

:

Claimant 'names as witnesses:
Jose Maria Apodaca, Luis Marti

made with Automobile
for Roswen, dally
Automobile leave! Vaughn for Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros
veil at 3 : 30 p. m. Automobile leavet
Rosweli tor Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
are between Santa F. and Torrance
IS $6.80 and between Torrance
and
autoRosweli $10. - Reserve seats-omobile by wire. J. W Sockard.
Connections

Hne. At Vaughn;

,T--

'

'

'

It you want anything on earth try
Want Ad.
a New Mexican
,
it,
..,-.- .
i .3m"' tut,
.-

.

tion' for about three months can say that my
health was never better."

snow-cappe- d

::::::::

Mexico State

Carlsbad,

-

29, 1911.

Is only one of many symptoms which some women endure through weakness or displacement of the womanly
organs. Mrs. Lizzie White of Memphis, Tenn., wrote
Dr. R. V. Pierce, as follows i
" At times I was hardly able to be on my feet.
I believe I had every pain and ache woman
could have. Had
very bad ease. Internal
organs were very much diseased and my back
was very weak. I suffered
great deal with
nervous headaches, in fact, I suffered all over.
This was my condition when I wrote to you for
edvice. After taking your 'Favorite Prescrip-

Ti

EAST

JULY

--

For Further Information Call on or Address,

Iw

bels for the boxes.
We employ about fifty local men
and women, the latter as packers
only, by the hour at good wages, and
three teams with a special frame on
A load is
the wagon to haul fruit.
delivered every twenty minutes. All
vork is done fast, no drones or talkers allowed.
Culls Two Cents a Pound.
Under this system, keeping well up
with the fruit our culls are less than
per cent, our loss not over 2 per
cent. Most of the culls are sold right
at the shed to town people to eat at
i cents per pound.
When we first began we had trouble
owing to the first gang of packers
sent to us from California never showing up and by the time we realized
they were not coming and another
crowd was started we had lost exactly
cne week and were four days late In
starting to pick.
Nobody but the men who failed us
are to blame for this. Our fruit was
so ripe that culls were many and
though we eold several tons bf it at
a cent a pound some did actually go
to waste and was fed to hogs.
Feeding to Hogs.
But when you recollect that there
aie ten tons of peaches in a car and
that we have shipped and sold of our
own fruit up to this writing more
than 180 tons of peaches the feeding
cf four or five tons, at the very outside, to hogs becomes a pretty small

ancient military architecture in
Switzerland. It is easily reached from
Lucerne and is open to visitors.
Republic is Secure,
Persistent reports of new revolu
tionary activities in Portugal excite
the curiosity of Europe as to the des
tiny of the youngest of the world's
republics. It is certain, however, that
the republican government, which now
seems fairly well on its feet will offe
a stern and probably bloody defense
to any effort at restoring a monarchy.
Twenty thousand reserves have been
called to the colors and are stretched
a'ong the northern and northeastern
frontiers, the most vulnerable points
for intruders.
Another important phase of the
present situation is the unrest known
to be prevailing among the mountain-?e- r
element, which has not yet be
come accustomed to the new order of
things. To reassure these people the
government has inaugurated a policy
cf dispatching to the mountains small
detachments of soldiery commanded
fcy an officer whose business it is to explain the objects of he republic and
counteract the hostile influence of Mexico.
of

ks, Arizona,

ACRE

THE

MARKETJS

Prominence.

M--

MEXICO.

FIND

9 32
8 56

(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Paris, July 29. The Schloss Lenz- 77T7T777
68
nooifax
820
415
the famous Swiss "Tower of
burg,
;
02
8
76
443
(Wrososo
7 45
Lv
82
Ar
.Cimarron
5 ft)
London," one of the oldest and largLiV
6 35
Olmarron
.Ar am
5 10
est castles in Switzerland, has just
........ M
6 27
6 18
Nash
6 17
Harlan
5 2?
been purchased from E. E. Jessup of
i
94
Lv
Ar
6 00
6 45
Ute Park, N.M...
Philadelphia, by another American,
pm
pm '
Mr. Elsworth.
Mr. Jessup restored
the castle at great expense to its
aOonnects at Oolfas with K. P. A S. W. Ry. train both Northland Soutb.ZI
!3tage for Van Houteii N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.Z
original style, which represents the
Stage leaves Ute Park. If, 31., for Kllzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally exoepi
poch when the powerful bailiffs of
ndaya. Fare teouone way J3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggaxe carried free.
ruled Switzerland.
Berne
. for the souta at 11:11 p. in. arrives from Itbe
Dos Mciues. N,
O. 4 S. train leave
The castle, which is situated on a
tb at 4:38 a. m
hill 1.663 feet in height, is in reality
more of an armed village surrounded
5. G. DEDVAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
by a high wall. It is the most pictur
V. P. & G. M
& P. Agent,
Superintendent.
esque and most important monument
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Seaport Town on Coast of Mo Eight Experienced California
Packers in Addition to
rocco Leaps Into Sudden
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Astonishes Steel Magnates Million Pounds of Peaches
Shipped from Carlsbad
by Expert Knowledge of
This Year
Manufacturing

(Read Up)
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RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st
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SELF-INKIN-

15

1

2
4

x4

x9,

CtsiftHiUfT&ki MfMi

4,
35 cts; 3 8
85 cts. All colors.

new;

bi;50
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Ink, 25 cts per
Stamp
rfo0 ctSJ
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50c
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THE FORUM

She cannot make a hobble skirt or
plaa
the plainest gown she
It never bothers her whenwears;
dirt accumulates upon the stairs;
Bhe cannot trim a last year's hat or cook
a meal or bake a pie.
But she can comb her hatr down flat and
still be pleasing-- to the eye.

c Advertising

away from the rich man's home and
THE OPEN SALOON.
Is open at all the doors of the church, you drive
The open saloon
them to the homes of the poor people
times:
tne least able of all to withstand
Open to receive everybody.
The rich brewers
Open to the young as well as to the their ravages.
'
and distillers
will not live near
old.
saloons.
In the Hyde Park prohibi
Open to the rich and the poor.
Open to the honest and the crim- tion district in the city of Chicago
live thirteen of Chicago's brewers,
inal.
Open to the moral man and the The poor man cannot drive the saloon
away from his door with money, like
Kurderer.
This open saloon leads everybody the rich man, for he has not the
to destruction:
money; but he has a vote, and with
The young away' from God, the old that vote he can, and should drive
the saloon eway from his door. Ala
Into hell.
bama Citizen.
The rich to part with his wealth.
A Failure.
The poor Into deeper poverty and
There has been much talk on the
misery.
The honest man to be a criminal.
part of the liquor men concerning the
failure of prohibition in Tennessee.
The moral to immorality.
The open saloon Is the gate to all It does not seem, however, that the
failure is so great, judging from the
evil:
To the gambling dens.
from Dr. Iral Landrith
following
of the president of 'Belmont college in the
To the redlight districts
cities.
city of Nashville:
To the jails and penitentiaries.
off!
Notwithstanding indifferent
To the insane hospitals and alms cers, arrests fell off 2,633 the first
houses.
year under prohibition. In nineteen
To the pit of crime and the gallows. other Tennessee towns arrests de
Wm. Herbert, Greenville, Ky.
creased thirty-seveper cent and for
No Rum No Jail.
drunkenness, 40 per cent. In KnoxIceland has no jail; no penitentiary; ville, murders decreased 45 per cent
there is no court and only one police Chattanooga.. 45 per cent. Property
man. Not a drop of alcoholic liquor values- - rising everywhere).
Average
is made on the island, and its 78,000 tank deposits doubled in proportion
Even far
people are total abstainers, since they in fifty cities and towns.
will not permit any liquor to be im- better results would have been ob
ported. There is not an illiterate per- tained but for Governor Patterson's
son on the Islandot a child ten years hostility to the law and his use of
eld unable to read, the system of pub every means in his power to prevent
lic schools being practically perfect. its enforcement.
It is a matter of
There are special seminaries and col- some comfort to prohibitionists to
leges, several good newspapers, and know that the course pursued by Gov
a printing establishment which every ernor Patterson brought about his
year publishes a number of books on complete overthrow and that of every
various lines. Such is the report candidate nominated by his primaries.
brought by northern travelers of this We warn our people against accepting
incomparable and ideal land. It speaks any statement made by the liquor peo
with a mighty voice for prohibition. ple.
They are incapable of telling
Canadian Congregationalism
the truth.
Which?
Living Near Saloons.
The rich man will not live where "No two men can stand In the
there are saloons. They will have the same place," salf a Chinese general
land deeds fixed up so that no saloons in explaining his precipitate retreat
can be established, or they will have before the Japs; "if one must come,
laws made to bar out saloons. Some the other must go." The church and
Christian people ease their conscien- the saloon cannot exist permanently
ces by having laws made to keep the in the same nation.
Unless the sasaloons
away from their church loon goes, the church must be disdoors; but when you drive the saloons placed.
n

-

Talks
KEEP ALWAYS BEFORE PUBLIC

ic Interest accessible from Santa Fe;
the cliff dwellings, the mountain can- yons, the Indian pueblos and what not,
Colonel Twitchell Receives Praise for with the "oldest House," the San Mi- His
Santa Fe
guel church and all the other sights
which make Santa Pe a famous tourPamphlet.
1st city. The folder will be a
to date the Bureau of Immlgra- - ful magnet to draw the sightseer to
tlon has received 306 entries in the capital.
tne novel phrase contest for a
Unique Present from Prince,
prize announced some time ago
An event of the annual meeting of
and which closes August 1.
the American Apple Congress in DenSome are clever, some are ingenious,
Nnwmw m vt win
.
some-arcatchy, some are complicat-the presentation to the congress by
ed, some are slangy, some are long and
Prince of New Mexico of
some are short; and there is no doubt
a
made from' the wood of one of
that the list will furnish at least one thegavel
300- - year old famous apple trees of
which will fill the bill, catch the pubTorrance county, which are
Manzano,
lic eye and fit easily onto the public
still bearing fruit. It is now planned
tongue.
to have a big apple show and carnival
Cottrell to Attend.
in connection with the Denver meeting
"TT"M.Cottrell, the agricultural and and it is particularly desired that ev
development expert of the Rock Island ery apple growing district In New Mex
system, who is directly responsible ico send displays to this event. The
for the invention of three varieties of New Mexico apple has the Colorado
kafflr corn, milo maize and broom apple looking like a worm eaten runt;
corn best fitted to resist drouth under and New Mexico should have her apdry farming In New Mexico, has writ- ple there to prove it.
ten secretary Hening of the Immigra. New Railroad in Eddy County.
tion Bureau that he will attend the deThat
actual work will start In thirty
velopment conference at Mountainalr
on August 5. Cottrell will be a big ad days on the new railroad proposed for
dition to the program as he is one of Hope, tU. M., is evident from the folthe best posted men on dry farming lowing letter received by Secretary
and on farming in general In the west. Hening of the bureau of immigration from W. L. Johnson of Johnson
From Far Switzerland.
Brothers of Hope:
is
in
The Immigration bureau
just
"We
receipt of a result, from Switzerland, Mexico are old timers here in New
and the writer has run cattle
of a little ad in a current magazine.
G. Wiseman, of Schlieren, Switzer- all over New Mexico. I have lived in
land, writes that he has received the Colfax, Union, Mora and San Miguel
literature sent him by the bureau in counties and at Tucumcari and other
answer to an inquiry caused by the places In the territory and we are
ad, and will start this way in Decem- glad that we live here now. We be
ber. He sends a beautiful specimen lieve the Hope country has a great fu
Winters and
of the edelweiss with his letter. His ture to say the least.
decision to come to New Mexico shows Courchesne of El Paso are the men
who signed our contract as president
that he is wisely named Wiseman.
and secretary of the San Diego, El
Santa Fe ;
Paso and St. Louis Railway company.
Says the Albuquerque Morning JourSanta Fe and Rounda- Today we received a letter from Mcnal: "Old-Nebout" is the title of what is probably Carthy of Houston, Texas, president
the handsomest folder ever issued by of the engineering and construction
the Santa Fe railway; end the adver- company of that place who tells us he
will be here inside of 30 days to begin
tising thereby secured for the capital work. Our contract
calls for the op
city and for New Mexico it largely
due to the untiring industry and ever eration of a railroad in eight months
from
to Artesia or some point
sparkling genius of Colonel Ralph E. on theHope
Eastern railway at or between
Colonel
Twitchell of Las Vegas..
Twitchell
executed and that town and Lake Arthur. Artesia
devised,
achieved this magnificent booklet, end was asked for $100,000 which she
Old-Ne-

five-doll- ar

winnw

e

two-pag-
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Sisters
Weltmer,
Blessed Sacrament for Indians and
Colored People, a corporation, The National Cemetery, J. B. Pitaval, Adolph
Seiffert, Mrs. J. Lowltzki, Juan Tafoya, David Shoemaker, Cipriana Miera

A GRAND OTSTEB

SUPPER TONIGHT.

some boys, who evidently hadn't
heard that the cost of the. "necessities
of life had gone up, added a few word
to the announcement which sent
thrill of delight .through the hearts
of many passersby In this section oi
Greenwich village.
The addendum
made the bulletin read thus:
A GRAND OYSTER
SUPPER TONIGHT.
5 CENTS.

nether-worldlines- s.

8ued for Attorney's Pees.
George S. Klock and Harry P. Owen
as a law partnership yesterday filed
suit at Albuquerque
against Mrs.
Agnes Morley Cleveland, a short story
writer, for $105.45 alleged to be due
the plaintiffs as attorney fees and
money expended in her behalf on and
before March 1st, 1908. They state

that; they acted as attorney for her
abo.ut that, time, and it was agreed
tnst she .should
them $100 for
Mrs Henpeck They say that wo-their services. They also expended
do all the talking, but I notice la
$5.45 in attending to the business for
her, bnt she has hot paid them, where- a wedding ceremony the man has
fore they pray, judgment against her much to say as the woman. .,
Mr. Henpeck Tec; but It usually
in the full sum named together with
the costs of the case. Michael J." Mops right there.
McGuinness appears at attorney for
An Easy Mark. '
the, plaintiffs.
, ,; ,
There was a man' In oar town
Who loved a gay soubrette;
II yoe waafaiythina oa earth tri be
whispered, "Walt tor
.
Ntw Ifaxteaa Waat AH.
heart"

u

I
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ANN

JeveJ

8aa

tste

meV

Antonio
Castillo, GerGenoveva
Castillo,
Amalia Castillo, Ed Tafoya,
Juan
Shoemaker, Leandra Lobato, Deonicio
Ortega, Catalino Lobato, Jose Amado Martinez, Apolonio Lobato, Katie
Kopp de Urioste. Mary Hoffman, nee
Kopp, Gussie Kopp, Sophie Kopp, Tomas Dofflemeyer, and all unknown
owners' or proprietors of the tract of
land hereinafter particularly described, and also all unknown claimants
of Interests In the said premises adverse to the plaintiff, are hereby noti
fied that a complaint has been filed
against them in the District Court "of
the County of Santa Fe and Territory
aforesaid, that being the court in
which said cause is pending, by the
said plaintiff, Samuel G. Cartwright,
the general object of said action be
ing to partition and quiet the title to
the following described real property.
That certain tract of land situate
In the City and County of Santa. Fe
and Territory of New Mexico, bound
ed and described as follows, that is
to say,
Being north of south an arroyo
running easterly and westerly, and
north of the gas works of the Santa
Fe Gas Company, bounded on the
south and east by said arroyo, on the
north by a line running due east
and west from a mound of stone on
the edge of said arroyo west to an
other mound of stone about one mile
and fifty chains distant, and on the
west by a meander .line running
southerly from the said mound of
stone last mentioned to said arroyo.
That the defendants be required to
set forth the nature of their claims
and that all adverse claims of said de
fendants may be determined by a decree of this court as will more fully
appear by reference to the complaint
filed in this case; and that unless
you enter your appearance by the 16th
day of September, A., D., 1911, Judgment will be rendered against you by
default.
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Office and Postofflce address, Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
fet my hand and affixed the seal of
said court at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
this 14th day of July, A. D., 1911.
EDW. X. SAFFORD,
Clerk.
(Seal)

COMPANY

Lat ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Mony Loaned fo' Investor
Attorneys
We have for sale general stocks of
Practice in ue Distrl t Court as
rell as before the Supreme Court of Merchandise. Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business
Opportuniiies
the territory.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico. throughout Tao; county.
Bank References Furnished
Taos.
New Mexico.
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorn y
DR. C. M. RILEY,
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico. Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
College of Chicago.
E. C. ABBOTT
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Avtornty-at-LaDentistry a Specialty
Office:
Practice In the District and SuEast side of plaza, comer
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful o'. Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.
attention given to all business.
Banta Fe.
New Mexico

J. M. DIAZ,

DR.

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the Dinner Court
snd give
peclai utteiitvn to case
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughltn Bik, Santa Fe. N. M

RESIDENCE, CAPITAL PLACE
Phone, 216 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS,
to i P. M.
1

HARRY O. MOULTON

W. M. SHERIDAN, IM. D.,
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

Diseases.

Genito-Lrinar- y

THE WASSERMAN & NOGUCHI
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.
Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine

N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given on
application.

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land
Taos,

Law.
New Mexico

State

Cha.

F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorney at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ci-

Nat. Bank Bid;., Albuquerque, N.M

Foley Kidney Pills are composed ox
selected
ingredients specially
for
their corrective, healing, tonic, and
stimulating effect upon the kidneys,
bladder and urinary passages. They
are antiseptic, amilithic and a uric
acid solvent.
For sale b all drug-

a,

N. M.

gists.

1
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i
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STYLES IN
STANDARD

a1'

BOOK-GASE- S

COLONIAL

IDEAL

Three different and distinct types of filooeAruicks "Elastic" Book-Casmade iu dull or polish finish quartered
real
oak or
mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We car-- tj
the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

New Mexican Printing Com pany, sole agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

Santa Fe Camp No.
6673, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of
each month; social meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'

de Castillo,

trudes Castillo,

Hall.

VisUlng

neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY,

EVERY LAWYER AND LAW OFFICER

Oracle.
FLORENCE RISING,
Recorder.

NEEDS THEM

Mountainair

Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910

Chautauqua
Assembly
MOUNTAINAIR

N

Now from the Press,

M.

August 2nd to 13th.

PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

ROUND TRIP RATE,

VOLUMES

$7.30

From Santa Fe.

TO 14 IN STOCK

MntlAv'c Hliraci
b UlgCM

Covers Volumes

ITlUUC

Dates of Sale,

July 31st to August 12th.

Price

I

to

$5.00,

f Inclusive,
Postpaid

DERDEN'S DIGEST

Return, limit, September 2
1911. One and
fare'
from all other points In New
Mexico and El Paso, Texas.

Price $7.50, Postpaid

one-fif- th

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

1

D

Missouri Code Pleadings,
ADJEgg01SIIffMr

$6.17, Postpaid
Herewith are some bargains offered
r'
b the New Mexican PrlaUag
Code ot CItII Procedure ef the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. shee
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings. $6; the two tor $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico. 1889, 1901 and 1908,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.26;
full leather Is.
Sheriffs Flexible
oem-pany-

Cover Poek't Dockets, single,
two er more books, II each.

Forms for Missouri Pleading

: : :

Price

$5.17,

Postpaid

COMPILED LAWS 1897
SESSION LAWS

IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH

1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909

FOR SALE BY THE

$1.25;

New

M'xico Supreme Court Reports, Met
8 aid 10 inclusive, $8.30 each.
Com
pllatloa Corporation Lairs, 76 e.
Mining Laws, 0 e ? Moaeys
Jigest of New Vexloo Reports, full
sheen, U0; full list raool blanks.
Com-pllatlo-

NEW MEXICAN

PRINTING

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

T
. -

"5t

Sl

Investment

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

o

The news that It was bargain dav
at the church spread rapidly and soon
dozens of persons with a penchant for
bivalves hurried to the place. It was
a revival, all right, though hardly of
tne Kina mat wouia aaa to Ward 9's
spirituality. In fact, when the hungry
and frugal citizens learned that they
raised. Things are warming up here were the victims of a boy's trick, there
with the bearing orchards full of the is said to have been a positive recru
finest fruit, young orchards and alfal descence of
fa fields, to say nothing of the broad
acres of corn, beans and other feed
crop, that we have on the grounfl. With
a railroad 'to take these products to
the markets things are simply going to
hum. There has already been quite a
lot of trading on the strength of the
!
future."

'

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

i

.

1 iTpKoeuue

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts in
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

.

Vr-e-

'

H. L. ORTIZ,

CURDS

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Regular communl-- i
Attorney-at-Lacation first Monday
of each month at Santa Fe,
New Mexlot
Masonic
Hall at

toosy-turv-

Old-Ne-

s,

PROFESSIONAL

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M

Most Successful Merchants Are Thoke
She never Is Inclined to let herself be
Who Advertise Continually SpasSanta Fe Chapter No.
worried over art:
modic Publicity Poor Policy.
1, R. A. M.
Bhe rather thinks the suffragette Is playRegular
convocation second
ing an limoble part:
The
dust
is
thick
within
an
her
flat
(By WM. G. FREEMAN.)
Monday of each month
v
t here
things are
Just about this time of year a goodly But she
at Masonic Hall af
has thrown away her rat and still
number of merchants decide that they
im
7:30 p. m.
gloriously rsir.
will save money until the middle of
JOHN H. WALKER.
September by not advertising.
A BIG DIFFERENCE.
H. P.
Year after year, for nearly twenty-si- x
ARTHUR SELIGMANf, Secretary.
one
of the hardest parts of
years,
T
my work as an advertising man has
Santa Fe Commaoderj
been to convince the merchant who
No. 1. K. T. Regular
wants to stop advertising during the
conclave fourth Monsummer months that he should never
day in each month at
stop advertising.
Masonic Hall at 7:30
My average of success for each year
p. m.
has not been more than 40 per cent,
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
and that is really failure but the 40
per cent of doubting merchants who
were persuaded to have faith in the
Santa Fe l)dge ef
value' of advertising in summer, fall,
Perfection No. 1, 14th
winter and spring months have been
degree. Ancient and Acvery successful, I am glad to say.
cepted Scottish Rite of
A man came Into my office the oth-e- r
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
day to talk with me about advertisat 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
ing furs during the summer months.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
He wanted me to conduct a campaign for him said he was convinced
Visiting f cotish Rite Masons are corthat it would pay thsi he believed i
dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
campaign advertising furs all the year
round would enable a retailer to sell
Venerable Master.
fur garments at an average lower
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Mrs. O'Reilly
Shure an' did ves sa
because
he would do more busi that yes husband's
price,
Secretary,
attack of indizes-nessthat the retailer would not be tlon wus
caused
Christian
by
Science!
compelled to sell at an enormous profit
B. P. O. E.
Mrs.
for a short winter season, thereby min tack of O'Rafferety No, I said his atSanta
Fe Lodge No.
Christian
Science
vniz cured
imizing the number of people that buy by
469, B. P. O. E. holds
indigestion.
furs that he believed a big fur busiits regular session on
ness was possible If furs should be
the second and fourth
sold at a reasonable profit not at a
8trange But True.
of each
Wednesday
Tla said a woman can not throw
profit of from $150 to $500 on each
month. Visiting brothA stone a little bit.
that
csts the retailer from
garment
ers are invitee and
But still a woman with an aim
$100 up.
In life oft makes a hit.
welcome.
What he wants to do can be done
CARL A. BISHOP.
J. D. SENA,
successfully, I think.
Its Diagnosis.
Exalted Ruler.
No average retail business can af"What would you say if my sailor
Secretary.
ford to ever be out of the newspapers. admirer told me the furs he presentIn this busy world, we are so easily ed to me had one from the neighborforgotten. We must keep ourselves hood of the north pole 7"
"I would say that the story was
before the public all of the time. We
cannot afford to be overlooked. If we what the furs are not"
do not advertise all of the time, we
"What's thatr
surely will be overlooked.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Don't stop, Mr. Merchanct.
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. hold
NOTICE OF SUIT.
The Mark Cross Co. a specialty
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
business one year discontinued adver Territory of New Mexico,
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ss.
of
Fe.
Santa
County
tising during the summer months, and
In the First Judicial District Court ers are always welcome.
Patrick Francis Murphy, the president.
In and for the County of Santa Fe,
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
said:
New
of
Mexico.
President
Territory
"Never again! When we resumed
C. J. NEIS,
our advertising in the fall it took us Samuel G. Cartwright, Plaintiff,
vs.
,
Secretary.
three months to get
with
the readers of the newspapers. Now Manuel Sandoval, J. E. Clark, Cristina
F. W. FARMER
Wientge, Jacob Weltmer, The Sis
we advertise in the summer as much
Homestead No.
as in any other season of the year and ters of the Blessed Sacrament for
Indians and Colored People, a corp
2879.
as successfully."
oration, The National Cemetery, J.
Brotherhood
of
B. Pitaval, Adolph Seiffert, Mrs. J.
American Yeomen
Lowltzki, Juan Tafoya, David Shoe
Meets
Secon
THIS AD. HELPED BUSINESS
maker, Cipriana Miera de Castillo.
and Fourth Thurs
Antonio Castillo, Gertrudes Castillo,
days,
Delgado's
But It Didn't Add Much to the Coffers
Genoveva Castillo, Amalia Castillo,
Hall. H. Foremap,
of a Certain New York
Ed Tafoya, Juan Shoemaker, Lean-dr- a
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Church.
Lobato, Deonlcio Ortega, Catali-nSec. Mrs. Dais;
Lobato, Jose Amado Martinez,
Farmer.
A church on West Eleventh street
Apolonio Lobato, Katie Kopp de
New York, did a rushing business in
Mary Hoffman nee Kopp,
not
to
the
to
but
Santa Fe Camp
the Urioste,
catering,
spiritual
Gussie Kopp, Sophie Kopp, Tomas
the
N. W. A.
other evening.
physical man,
13514,
and all unknown ownDofflemeyer,
second Tuesmeets
Among the activities of the congrega
ers or proprietors of the tract of
tion is the giving of occasional din
day each month, so
deland hereinafter particularly
ners, the financial proceeds going into
clal meeting tUrd
claimalso
unknown
all
and
scribed,
the coffers of the society to aid In re
at Elks
Tuesday
ants of interests in said premises
ligious work. On this particular occaHall.
VlsUng
neigh
adverse to the plaintiff, defendants. bors welcome.
sion the attraction was advertised (on
SanManuel
The
said
defendants,
a bulletin board) as
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
doval, J. E. Clark, Cristina Wientge, CHAS. A.
RISING, Clerk.
of the
The
Jacob

;

persuaded President Ripley of the railway to have an edition of fifty thousand published. The cover design Is
most artistic and clever, showing a
view of the plaza and the governor's
palace es it appears today, with a fast
rushing modem trancontinental Santa
Fe limited train above and below
adobes, prairie schooners,
and the old stage coach, showing most
graphically the days of the old and the
days of now. On the reverse Is a magnificent view from the Scenic Highway in the Santa Fe range.- - Inside
are all kinds of views of Santa Fe,
e
birds-ey- e
old and new wlta one
view which Is a wonder. "An Old
World City In the New The Place
That Gave the Santa Fe its Name" is
the caption of the introduction and a
brief review of the traditional Santa
. Fe
precedes the recitation of the num
berless spots of picturesque and hittor

Fraternal Societies

She never has learned how to sew, tha
books she reads are mprpnt tm,h
She never has cared much to know Just
7.30.
where her husband gets the cash;
She could not wield a pair of shears with
H. H. DORMAN,
profit or with pleasing skill.
Master
nut with her hair combed o'er her ears CHAS. E. LIX.VE?. Secreta.-y- .
she keeps a charm about her still.

"Far-fetched-."

KEEN COMPETITION IN
CATCH PHRASE CONTEST.

PAGE 8 EVEN
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K
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Andrews "Cash" no.

4

-

We
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Pork, K. C. Corn Fed

ised

Pork, Wenniwurst, Bologna. Headcheese, Lunch
Meat and Boiled Ham.

3

1

.

.

j

Sweet Breads, Liver and Brains.
SAUSAGE

i

1

ways
buy the best, and this
lot-iExtra Fine K. C. Beef.

Veal, Nice Young and Tender.

j

AND PERSONAL

4 j

Kansas City Meats
Have just received the best lot
of beef we have had.

SATURDAY, JULY 29, 1911.

M.

of American Archaeology which opens the Agricultural Experiment Station steady. Fed muttons $4.505; weth-- ' $2.60 4.25;
yearlings, $3.905.15;
western
next week in the Palace of the Gov. of the College of Agriculture and Me- - era $3.654; ewes $3.55 3.75; lambs lambs--, native,, $3.757.10;
.
ernors, will be the occasion for many chanic Arts.
6.257.
$i.507.15:
social gatherings. On Wednesday,
Kansas City July 29. Cattle Re(Continued. From Page Five.)
there will b? a public reception at 4.15 WHEAT LOWER, CORN
ceipts, 100; market steady; native EDWARD'M. SHEPARD
". DEAD AT LAKE GEORGE.
Romaldo Lucero.a Seferino Lucero p. m. to lecturers and students, at the
southern steers,
NERVOUS, OATS HARD. steers, $4.757.25;
and Vicente Lucero, and Jesus Lopez Palace. On Thursday afternoon, Miss
$4.256.00; southern cows and heifConsiderable Selling Pressure Devel. ers, $3.004.75; natiye cows and heifof Pecos, San Miguel county, are in Massie will give a tea.
Edward M. Shepard, the well known
Santa Fe today to prove up on their
oped In Provisions Pit on ChiMisses Mary McFie and Amelia Mc-- ,
ers, $2.60 7.00; stockers and feeders, Democratic leader of New York, died
homesteads.
cago Market.
Fie gave a reception yesterday after--.
$3.255.50;bull8, $3.255.25; calces, last night at Lake George, New York
Miss Phillins. who has been the' noon in honor of Miss Mueller of Phil
$4.007.00; western steers, J3.60
state, of an attack of pneumonia.
wtr
Mexin)
of the Misses Spitz will leave! adelphia and Miss Lute Foster of Las (B i lai . T..1.. nn
6.30; western cows, $2.755.00.
Mti.
1.
iuest
T?
-..u
9
.
J
' ... C .
l"
rt
J
0"
ladies
5
cents
luis eveuiUB iui vyiuiauo
"Hogs Receipts,
1,500;
springs, Cruces, two charming young
WANTED A position to do house
nea.nni.
wjuuwu
and
before
"""b
Fe
who
have
Santa
will
visited
return
and
to
later
Denver,
herj
$4.857.00; work by an American girl, fifteen
higher; hulk of sales,
tome in Xew York City. She has had are spending part of the summer here, values. The result was to cool down heavy J6.907.05; packers and butchyears. Address A. B. C. New Mexican,
- buying
enthusiasm,
notwithstanding
variea
with
decorated
was
The
house
a very enjoyable visit In Santa Fe
$6.807.00.
lights,
ers,
$6.857.05;
outlook
bullish
the
for
tQe
crop
ppring
over
4 and has made many friends here.
ty of sweet peas. There were
'
Market
none;
Sheep Receipts,
ln the northwest.
SALESMAN FOR THIS TERRISuperintendent of Public Instruc- fifty persons present.
lambs, TORY who has experience in selling
muttons,
$3.604.30;
steady";
to
90
at
started
of
tion James E. Clark has returned from
the
Sejemfcer
John W. Roberts, messenger
fed wethers and yearlings,
premium
specialties,
advertising
Clovis, Curry county, where a very governor and private in Company F,
1
"a06? $5.507;
fed western ewes, $3.75
$3.755.50;
declined
90;
advance
goods, or calendars; $35 a weeH drawsuccessful teachers' institute is being First Regiment, New Mexico National
4.00.
ing account. (A new house with new
"
held. He reports many of the home- - Guard I. will be home tomorrow night lKa LU
Chicago, July 29. Cattle Receipts, line of advertising specialties.) M. J.
ww.
steaders coming back and that the with th nth.r in rnmDanies E and w," eepremuer
W. Huron St.,
Walsh & Co.,
corn- 200; Market steady; beeves, $5.10;
country looks green and prosperous. F. "Field Marshal" Roberts as he is Local scalping operations made
111.
west
Texas
Chicago,
steers,
7.25;
$4.406.10;
me
'
nervous,
as
oeiiieiuuer oiuu.
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Mrs. E. C. surnamed has be"en prominent
Abbott and Mrs. W. TT. Rartlett of San- - usual in the official and social life of as last night to 4 cent up at 63 3:8 ern steers, $4.006.10; stockers, and
Happiest Girl In Lincoln.
ana aroppea feeders, $3.006.35; cows, and helt
toucnea bi
ta Fe attended the reception and the camp and the soldiers write that to
A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes"I had
Tne close was firm with ers, $2.105.85;calves, $5.508.00.
fiance at the Commercial club last they could not get along without him. to 63
market been ailing for some time with chron- 9.000;
Hogs Receipts,
cent higher.
night and were guests of Colonel Ab- - Walter Williams, dean of the School. September
to
5c
ic constipation and stomach trouble. I
Steady
6.807.35;
higher;
light,
bott at the officers' mess at Camp of Journalism, of the University of Oats showed a tendency to harden
$6.45
began taking Chamberlain's Stomach
Mills at lunch today. Las Vegas Op-- , Missouri, will start on August 15, on ( owing to the smallness of offerings. mixed, $6.707.35; heavy,
to
and Liver Tablets and in three days
$6.45
7.30;
6.70;
good
rough,
tic.
to
Fe
Santa
an automobile trip over tne
September started a shade lower
I was able to be up and got better
Mrs. Arthur Seligman and Mrs. John ' Trail. . He will cover about 125 miles a like amount up at 41 to
and ad- - choice heavy, $6.707.3O; pigs, $5.4Q
girl
f V right along. I am the proudest
W. March gave a card party Thursday each day, making stops at Lexington, vanoed to 41
t 7J00; bulk of sales, $6.90x7.20. mariei
in Lincoln to find such a good medi8,000; t,
Sheep Receipts,
afternoon in honor of Miss Phillips Mo., Topeka, Newton, Lamed, Garden, Considerable selling pressure devel-o- f
New York City who is the guest City, Kansas; La, Junta, Canon City, 0ped in the provision pit." The source weak; native, $2.504.25; ; western, cine." For sale by all druggists.
of the Misses Spitz. Several prizes Trinidad, Colorado; and Las Vegas, was not disclosed.
Opening figures
were given and the party was a great expecting to arrive in Santa Fe on were 71-- down to 10 higher, with
Forty or more young ladies August 25. He will spend several days uary delivery, 16.12
for pork, 8.50
SEPARATE 6LORS) ANY QUANTITY.
attended it.
here. :The object of the trip is' to gath-- i for lard and 8.32 2 for ribs.
I grow only the best andup-to-da- te
vari
summer
The
session of the School r new historical and descriptive ma-Liverpool, Eng., July 29. Closing
No
terial for magazine and newspaper ar-- Co ton spot dull; prices 11 points
Peas
have
now.
such
fine
are
eties, and they
especially
tides.
lower; middling fair, 739d; good mid- Fe.
been
in
heretofore
shown
Santa
92., Phone. .,92
The fishing party on the ranch of aiing, 705d; middling, 679d; low
f
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTSCharles ,, Closson, on . Cowing
g00(j ordinary, 633d; ordin- SOCIAL
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Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

440-45- 2
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Turquoise, Laveliers,

j

8

Amethysts, Opals,

.

s.
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SWEET PEAS

1--

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN

GOLD AND SILVER

..We recommend Waltham Watches
; because
we believe them to be the
Our stock oilers a wide as; best.
sortment of

FILIGREE

Waltham Watches

Come in and talk natch with m.
It will
not obligate buying ar.d it may profit you
Ve will
much.
a good tmiepiece. explain what constitute

"It's Time

S.

You Owned a Waltkam."

Ve will show you the
exquisitely thin model Walthanu of
the Colonial
Series and will
name the Waltham movement
best suited
to your

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

1

It

(ID'S

litI

-

middl-Sherif-

cuuuu j, ary,
me upper r
up yesteraay ana Mrs. x. r.

creesn
Droice

Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower; My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Phone, Black 204.

v

COod.

Eturges, Miss Sallie Magher, Sheriff
Closson. and son, Tom Closson, returned to Santa Fe receiving a huge
ducking from the. rain last evening
MONEY AND METALS.
of
and experiencing a breakdown
Vow Vnrlr Tulv 99 Trail mraiov
on
euunuena visia
rneir auto
,,6minal; Prime mercantile paper 4
iurs. rmufl ami ivo
V2 per ceht; Mexlcaa dollars 45;
Marguerite and May Magher and Miss; Amalgamatd g7; gugar ug bld. At.
Julia Kelleher returned to Albuquer-- ; cnlgon
3 g
Great NortnerB pfd- , .
que, wnue Mrs. uiossou auu uttuB"fe central " lQBil-f- c
remainWilliamson
May, and George
ReaiSirig
Northern Pacific 1311-4- ;
ed in camp.
1211-2- ;
1358
Southern Pacific
MARKET Professor Luther Foster, who has Union Pacific 1891-8- ; Steel 69v-8- , pfd.
been at LoEan. Utah, has returned to 120; Lead and copper nominally
unMesilla Park, where he is head of changed; Silver 517-8- .
92.. .Phone.. ..92
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Wool.
MILITARY BLEES ACADEMY.
St. Louis, July 29. Wool unchangA.
W.
Dr.
Wilson,
20th.
New
eight
Open September
management.
ed; territory and western mediums, 17
years president Lexington College, Lexington, Mo., fifteen years president
fine
19; fine mediums, 1617
million
f
of Baylor College, Belton, Tex., has absolute lease. Over
1114
dollars invested. Finest equipment outside of West Point. Full faculty.
LIVESTOCK.
Col. G. L. Byroade, U. S. A., Commandant.
Send for catalogue, W. A.
Omaha, Neb., July 29. Cattle Re- M.,
A.Mo.
Wilson,
Supt, Macon,
ceipts 200. Market steady. Native
steers $4.506.80; cows and heifers

MARKET? REPORT

usmc..,

n

Are You Going

j

to Build

HAYWARD'S

-- For

August 1st

Rent

6 Room House, Furnished or Not.
116 College Street.

5thFor

August

o

I

5 Room House, Johnson Street, with Bath and
Range. Furnished or Not.
-

DAVID LOWITZKI

Cut

FlowersAll Varieties

CLARENDON

GARDENS.

Phone

12

SANTA FE, N. M.

6

Bathrooms which we have
installed are giving their owners

perfect service.

$t5.50; western steers $3.755.85;
Texas steers $3.255.15; cows and
heifers $34.80; canners $2.503.80;
stockers and feeders $35.15; calves
'?;
$37.; bulls $2.855.10.
Hogs
Receipts 6,000. Market 10
cents higher.
Heavy
$6.506.85;
mixed $6.606.70; light $6.756.95;
$6.5
pigs $56.50; bulk of

D

I

--

one-hal-

Rent

1

or remodel this season? If so, let us advise you
regarding your plumbing equipment. It is one of
the most important elements of
the home, and should receive
careful consideration.

'Staadafd

Plumbing Fixtures and our expert workmen never fail to give
satisfaction. Illustrated liters
'
ture fllwavs on hand.
'

i

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

6.75.

Sheep

Receipts

Market

100.

Mew Soft Hate I

New Soft Hats I

A FINE SOFT HAT DISPLAY, SURELY."
These are Soft Hat Days, and Soft,
Hats were never so popular as they
are today. There are so many new
shapes that are in good form : : :
Hats for the Conservative Dresser and
44

TH

h

THE

Star Hat
Quality

in

fa

Men Um bud

.

Hats for the Smart Young Fellow
TIE-BES-

T

ID SSI

HftTTERS BEST HITS, S2.50, S3.5Q

The Colorings are Blacks, Browns, Olives, Nutrias and Pearls.

j

L

.

WE ARE HATTERS AS WELL AS CLOTHIERS, AND WE FIT

!

EVERY HEAD AND FACE WITH
"

f

THE

Hat That is Both Becoming and Correct
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